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hip.guide ,contaiks a special selection of documents
that, ere abstracted in.R search in Education dtirineg 1976.
The cumen& were select d on the basis of their,potential
u6e n teacher developedu ified science units using%the
mod lar approach adv cated by the Federation for Unified

ence Education. USE)-;
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INTRd#TION

Purpose of this Guide

This guide is intended as a resource for. those,teachers interested
in developing their own local unified science instructional units aCcor
to the procedures advocated by the Federation fbr(Unified Science Education,'
(FUSE).* It is a.guide to potential modules that:can be assembled into
instructional units withsa minimum of - ls,,equipment, and time.

,

FUSE Modules

. A FUSE.modules is a For, or less self-contained lean ing activity that
can be used as part.bf a Al/lifted science unit. In practa e, a group,of
modules would te selected on the basis of a unit'organizing theme'tcr'
fulfill specific led?riing objectives for.the unit: A,given' mule might
be used in connection with several dififernet unit organizing theme's and/or

to achieve different educational objectives in different, school situations
just'as a given electronic module can be used in different electronic in-.
strumentd. Guidelines for using modules to assemble 'instructional units
the FUSE style exist and are alienable as described in ajlater section.1

RIE

. .

'Research in Education is a monthlyspublication of the.Educational'
ResoUrced Information Center (ERIC) and'contains abstractsof important

Teducetianal\documents that ha e not been published in journals. Most -"
of the documehts abstracted in RIE are available in their full form on' "-,,,\

microfiche at 4 nominal chatge. Thus it id, possible' tdoobtain the equiv- .

. alent\of a:400-page bpok for less than one_bllay. Many, If not mosti of
tht.documents ab racts in RIE are in the public domain find therefore may

'fp be used by anyone rovided,ptoperssource credit i's given. Many of t e: :
. entries in RIE are structional miteria/s,developed by local. scho4 l':
arid/or federally fun projects.'and'these have the potential of bein
used, as illodules in un assembled using the FUSE approach. «

'

Module S lectfon Criteria
0 -

tie primary crilerion,u
this guide was that of availab lity. To be considered for ncl signf
a document had, to be available n microfiche and had to be useab e by

>
'teachers without worrying about fringement of copyrights.

. , .

The second criterion was adap ability. Each document to bp. n-
sidered for inclusion ,had to contai one or.more self=Contained le ning ..°
activities for students that had pr ise of'being used one or more
the fbur types of unified science the types (Concept$ pi..oces, phe -
omenon, or problem). 0 d ,

' . 1 '
', The third criterion was feasibilit. To be considered forsincld\

sion in the guide, the activity or activi ies had'to ,be'precticarfd
most school situations. Activities requir ng expensive and/or heild-to'-\\

, .get materials or equipment were 4voided. =
. +,

1

The last criterion was uniqueness. In neral an. attgmpt Was 'bade
to avoid inclusion of activities that, have be me Standard in science.
books and prdgrams during the past, This .rite ion also included a,-stu-
dent.interest dimension. ,i,

' 1...

d in selecting dodumenis for inclusion

o 4
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Although nO deliberate effort was made7to gtea uniform distribution
of activities across all grade levels, the entii K-]2 span is included.
Many of,the upper grade activities could also be used at the college level
and-with adults.',

Using This Guide

.

The key to using this guide is the index which lists the unit or-
ganizing themes and the RIB48cument numbers relevant to each. Because
of its importance the f deic appprs on blue paper immediately following
this introduction. .

Each RIE document in this guide is described on a single page and
oredred seqUentially according to ED numbers which appear at the upper
left of each page. The ED numbei's are,also used in ordering copies of
the documents included.

In practice a teacher will probably look at the index with a partic-
ular theme in mind. The index will refer the teacher to one or more doc-
ument abstracts. The teacher will locate each. of these and decide on the
basis of theinformation given whether or not to obtain. the actual pub-

. lication or a microfiche copy, of it. To assist in this decision, the
xegular, NIE descriptive abstract is given at the bottom of the page; In,.
addition, a special abstract based on important factors in using the
FUSE approach is given at the top of the page. The special abstract con-
tains Seven specific items: componens, status, materials, mode, context,
target, and themes. Each of these can be "translated" as follows:

components - the present fort bf the potentially useful mat-
erial in this document and are described-as "activities",

.

\'')
,

'

"chapters"; etc.

status - an estimate of what needs to be done to the components
to make them "classroom ready" in the FUSE model. .

materials - a description of the mature of the materials-sand
equipment required.

mode - the modes of learning utilized by one or
more Of the components - about 20 different modes`are
recognized and described elsewhere.

cd - refers to the special or usual 'science disciplines ..
, . t a ociated with the compodents. 1J

.
..,

.target. a grade, level or grade range for which the oiponents .1.

in th r.present state are probably appropriate. ,k

themes - s ec icvthemeS.grouped according to types acknow-
' eci-1.1 i the SE approach:.-.

. .

1
.

a - concepts

,
b - processes

t

..- c -,phenomena,
. , . d - problems '

0
A : ,... i
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Obtaining Materials

Microfiche OF) or paper copy (HC) ofeach-entire document contaiied
in this gUide may be obtained from the ERIC Document Reproduction,Service

00 (EDRS) at %he prices noted in the.abstract. Order by ED number and title
',from : EDRS,'PO Box 190, Arlington, Virginia 22210. Payment must be in
advance and paid by check or money order. Postage charges must be includ-
ed.

If microfiche is oroNrbda special microfiche reader must be avail-
able since each fichecontains about-100 eight by eleven (8" X 11") pages on
a single piece of pla,stic that is about four by six (4"X 6r).

Often it is adyilable and,less expensive in comparison tp.paper copy,
/L.

to order the original publication from the original publisher, Whenever
a documentis availablethis way, it is noted just below the EDRS price
in fhe abstract.

Further Information on FUSE Approach. ,
'.

.-
-

.*: . ,
The following publications are available through ZRIC and are abstract-;

r
ed in RIE: .

.. .%

Unified Science - Pretisesa Prospects, Showalter, V. and others
-Fedprationfor Unifiea circa Education, Columbus, 1975
'107pp Eq0.16 916

Unified Science'Educatipn - Programs and Materials, Showalter, V.
Federation for Unified Science Education; Columbus, 1973
7.6 pf, ED 077 772

The following articles can be'founfl in- most education libraries:,

"FUSE" and,the Center for Unified Science Educa ion," Thomson, B.
Schools Science and Mathematics, January, 975

1973"The Fuse Approach, "Showalter, V., The ScienceTe cker;February

The following documents can be obtained.from The Canter for Un led
cience EducatiOn, 332 Renner Hall, Capital Univer ity, Columb s, Ohio 6

3209

What Is Unified Science Education? , Showalter, V. -nd othe s,
/Federation for Unified Science Education, Cal bus, 1'77
40 pp $5..00-

Unified Science emises and ects, Showalter, V. and others,
Federation fo Uni4ed-Spierice Education, Polum , 1975
'107 pp $6i00,

. 4 .0.
. Personal consUltati nand assorted FUSE materiajs e, available through

,

'each of the,FUSE re ional,centers as well as the a tiOnal center in
10 Columbus.- The- dire' tors:and- locations of the TUS regional enters are:

..--N---- , I

- 'David Cox, SE Center at Portland, Box 2276,
MilWaufcie OR 97222

iv y



David Hoi46I1;-FUSE-Center-at Massachussetts; Deeffield
Academy, Deerfield, MA 01342

- Tom Gadqden, FUSE Center at Florida, P.K. Yonge,Laboratory
School, Ginesville, FL 32601

- Dick McLeod, FUSE Center at Michigan State, McDonel. Hall,

Michigan State University! East Lansing, MI 48823

. .

- Al Gunter, FUSE Celitet at Shippensburg, Shippensblirg State

College, Shippensburg, PA 17257 (717) 532-9121

Lou CaseiSto,' FUSE Center at West Chester, West Chester
.State College, West Chester, PA. 19380 (215) 436-2788

- Darrell Goaic FUSE Centers at Moline; Moline Senicir High
School,'Moline, IL 61265 (309) 762-9042

tit

o
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FEEDBACK FORM
..

4
, .kill.

,.

, -Please take a few minutes to complete this form and return it to the
'-Center for Unified Science Education. Your responses will bertabulated with
others and the results used to evaluate the guide. Should'the guidd\be suf-.

ficiently useful, there is a possibility that similar,guides for other years
may bs, produced.

1 - In general, how would you rate the usefulness of this guide in assembling
unified,science units? itcle one number)

, not useful mod rately extremely
at all . useful , useful

1 :_ -2 3 -.4 5

.

2 - Have yoU.actually used this guide to design-one or more unified science
units? (Circle one) yes. no .

3.- Do you plan to use this guide im.the, near future to design one or more
unified sti ce units? (Circle one) yes no undecided

4 - Have 'you actually taught one or more unified science units within the
past year? (Circle_one) yes no

1 .

5 - Have you shared this guide with one or more other teachers ?.
..

(Circle one). yes no
.44,'

.

6 - Do you plan on sharing this guide witb one or more other teachers fn the
near future? (Circle one) yes no undecided

,

7'1- What suggestions do you have forvimproving this guide? (write response
.in 'space provided and continue on the back of page), if necessary)

8.- What other comments do you have regarding this guide? /write response
in space provided and continue on back of page if necessaeY)

O Name
P

T PositiOn
I

O. School

N

A Address
L

'Please mail
(`v' A

% -

The Cent for Unified Science Education

.../
, 332 Renner Hall, Capital Univerlity.

Columbus, Oh o 43209

4
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CONCEPT THEMES

IndeX A
.,4

'Cause-effect - ED120 348, .ED 125 868

Change ---ED111 661, ED111 664, E113 171, ED114 295,- ED116 245,
ED117 406, ED119 960, ED119'962, ED125 997, ED1I9 9610. ED12'3 051
ED12,4 430, ED125 8

L
Cycle - ED11S 400, ED119 949, ED119 960. ED120 348, ED123 055,

ED124 457

Density - ED125 997, ED124 392 - .

.
.

1Energy -,ED111 662, ED111 663, ED111 664,- ED113 171, ED1,17 541, -e
', Ep118 447, ED119 947, EDif0"348, ED123 417, ED124' 379, ED124 183,

1ED 124'387, ED124 409, ED125 868, 'ED125 885; ED125 I996

4.,-Entropy '7- .
.

. Equilibrium - ED112-246, D113 171', ED119.949, ED119 962., ED119 963,-
,.ED124 379

Evolution - ED111 625

Field ED124 370: ED124 3810

Force - ED111 623, ED111 661, ED117 406, ED118 447, ED124 374,
.EDI24 379, 1D124 380`

Fundamental Entities - ED115 508, ED115 510 .

Gradient - E141,404 373, ED125 868

an
Interaction r ED114 295, ED115 506; ED115 508, ED117 466 ED119 946,

ED119 960, ED119 961, ED120 348,` ED123 420

5.

Invariance -

Model - ED111 609, ED111 621; ED111 661, ED113 171, ER115 508,
ED115.510, ED115 511, ED116 946, ED118 42.8,'ED118 447, ED125 997,
ED124 370, ED124 377, ED124 378,..ED124 380, ED124 382, ED124,384,
ED124 385, ED124 389, ED124 390, ED124'4'O9, ED124 453

Orderliness -

Organism - ED123.055

Perception - ED111 631, ED112 191, ED113 154, ED116 245, ED118 342, °

ED118 428, ED118 815, ED120 348,-ED124 055,, ED123 417, -ED124 382,
ED'124 456, ED125 011, ED125 996

4

Probability 7 ED127 134, ED116 94j.

vi TO
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Population' ED113 154,,ED114 26.8, EDI 4,295, ED116 245, ED118 342,
ED119 946, ED119 947, ED119 948, D119 949, ED125 997,ED119 '961,
E-5-120 ,348, ED121 366, 'ED124 451, ED124 455,.ED116 941

QuAntificatiom - ED111.623, ED111 625',
ED 124 375, ED4?4 409, ED125,996

.

.Resonance -
z

ED124 377,.ED124 378 0-

Scale - ED12'4 453

Significance - ED127 134'

ED119 947, ED123.417,

I

Symmetry - ED123 055

System -.EOM 609, ED111 625, ED111 631, ED111,662, ED113 154,
ED114 268, ED114 295, ED115 5011 %11a6 904, ED118. 428, ED119 94-61 *
EDr19 949, ED119 962, ED119 963, D120 348, ED120 426; ED.121 566,
ED121 950, ED123, 055, ED124'379, ED124 430, ED124"453 ED125 868,
ED125 9.25, ED124 376, ED125 996, ED124.451, ED124 455, ED116 941

Theory

Time - ED113 193

Vali44on

7'

1

AN.

vii .
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PROCESS THEMES

Index B

Classifying - ED110 748, ED111 623, ED113 154, ED11'4 289; ED114 295,
ED116 245, ED119 961; ED120 34,8,'ED1'21. 567, ED123 05.5, ED123 420,
ED123 421, ED124 457 0

Communicating - ED116 245, ED120 348,,fD121 566., ED124 377, ED124 453,
ED125 011; ED125 868

*
Controlling Vafiables - ED117 514, ED120 348, ED127 134

Defining. Operationally, -

`Experimenting - ED115 .504, ED124 42.8

Formulating Models- ED115 511

Hypothesizing - ED11.999, ED113 154
`ED118 447, ED125 997', ED124 374

Inferring - ED
E-D124 377

.")t-

, 'ED115 504, ED116 245, ED 116' 9.4J,

154, ED118 428, 'iD119... 960, ED123 417, ED.124 371,
D125 011 404014.,

Interpreting Data \ - ED111 623, EDllf 625; ED111 631, E011.1 6'64,
ED115 504, ED115 506, ED115 510', ED116 245, EI7116 941, ED118
ED118' 400, .ED118 428, ED118 430, ED-118 447, ED118 815, ED119, -446, .

ED124 378, ED124 379, ED124 387, ED124 389; ED124 430, ED124 X451,
ED124 455, ED124 456, ED119' 947, ED119 948, ,ED119 949, ED125 997,
ED12,0 348,!..ED121 516,:ED12,3 417, EEr124 372, ED12 925, ED127,134

Measuxing - ED110, 748, ED111',662, ED111 '663, ED111 664, ED112 191,
'ED112,246, ED113 154, ED113 171,ED1134`11)3, ED115 468, ED115 504,

ED118 34-2, ED118 447, ED119 946, ED119 947, ED1'19 961,.
ED120 426,.ED123 055, ED123 417, ED123 420, ED123 421
ED124 373,.ED124-375,.ED124 383, ED124 ED124

ED116 941,
ED120 348,
ED124 370,
Et124 409,

4

ED124 453, ED124 457, ED125 868, ED125 885, ED12.7 144,

Observing - ED10 748, ED111 999, ED112 191.,ED1131 15'4, ED118 342,:
ED119 946, ED119 9.47

I

Pr.edicting - ED111 609,. ED111 663, ED114, 664, ED115 468, ED1r16 245,
ED116 941,.ED119 960, ED119 962, EDI-19 963, ED124 371, ED125 868

"V
Questigning

Using,* Numbers - ED113 193
11111

Using Spacetime elationships - ED115 568

S
et"
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Index C

Advertising - ED118 825

..
41.-r - ED111 609, EDI1-1---63i-;---ED-I15 510

Air Port - ED111 625

Atmosphere - 'ED111 6'31

Beach ED119 .962
4

Bicycles - ED121,950.

Blood - ED123 4205 EDL23 421

City - .ED116 946, ED119 963; ED124 4'53

Climate - ED124 373

Color ED124 382

Diffusion - ED115 51
;

0 Earth ED111 6;62'

Flight - $D124 374

Forests - tED116946

,

1'

Growth ED119 946,. ED129' '963, -ED119 1948

Hair - ..ED118 200, 2ED120 348 '

Illusions =ED124 374

Insects ED12O 426

Life - ED124 430
.

30

t

ORD

ee

ti

. .
'L3ght -.ED115., 511, ED 118' 44/f ED124.380, °EDr* 382,

.
Y

ED124 384 ..

Eb124 390
.4.-

-

Machines - ED 124,379
-

Marshes - ED123 056

Metals - ED118 447

Motion - ED 124271, ED124 380

People - ED12 144

Petroleum 7 ED121 663
S

Plants - ED119 961, ED120 348

V

0

a
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Ponds - ED113 154, ED1i9 946, ED120 348 (see stream, water).'

Population - ED 125 01/., ED127 144, -ED1!25 997, 9 946, ED119 947,,
Elloa19 948, ED119 949, EA119 961, Eb123.419

Radiation - ED111 631
N

Radiation Effects - ED124 4019 (see,radiation; radioactivity)
1 Cs

Radioactivity -ED124 a89, 61D124 40,9
_

Sand - ED119 960, ED119 962:

Shempoo - ED118 430'

Snow -.ED113

Soil ED112 246; ED113 154,

Siouna - ED124 378, ED124 380

'Space - E'34 609 ' .

ED117 406, ED119 96,0, EDI19 961, ED10 348

Streams - ED113 154, ED.119 -946,ED12'3 see water)

'Trees - ED113 154, ED 114 268, ED114 289, ED118 342, ED119.96p,
ED123 055 ,- 4

Turtles - ED116 904
-

Water - ED112-246; ED114 295, ED116 245, ED119 960, ED119 961,
1:)1,20 348, ED123 420, ED124 373; ED124 885, ED 124 392
(See ponds and streams)

Weather - ED-111 609, gD116 245, ED124 457

Wind - ED118 342

Wqad - ED114 289

Woodg43::utgD121 566 (see trees)
411.'

di

x 14

0.9
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,

Addiction - 0118 428

'Air Pollutiol? - (see'pollution air)

Air Traffic Control - ED111 625

Appropriate Materials - ED118 447

Autoniobile Maintenance.- ED124 370

Climae6 Control - ED124 373 4

PROBLEM THEMES'

Index D

Communication - ED124 377

Conseryation - ED125 868 (see natural resources)

Consumerism - ED111 04, ED117 514, ED117 503. ED117 541, ED118 428, Ap118 430,
ED118 81, ED119 946, ED120 348, ED120 426, ED127 134

Coxrosion - ED113 171, ED117 406, 0118}47, ED120 348

Crime - EDIN 371 '

Decision Making - ED117 514; El:di:4,428, ED118 815, ED119 946, ED119 947, ED119 948
ED125 868, ED125. 925, ED125 997,

Disease - ED123 420
[

Drugs -.ED118 428
.st

Endangered Species - ED119 960

Energy - 125 854, ED125 868, ED124885 ' 4

Energy Conservation - ED119 947, ED119 948, ED119 961 ED124,373, ED125 885

Energy Sources y ED119 949 (see energy supply) -r

Energy Supply - 911.11 662, ED111 663, ED111 664,;ED114 268, ED11;\503, ED119 949,

.
.

ED124 387;; ED124 426,-ED125 $85 ''

Erosion - ED113 154; ED125 868
e

Ethics - ED123 421 J \
6

Extending One's Senses - 0112191, ED124 380, ED124 389

Finding Ofie's'Way -.ED111 623, ED113 154, ED118 342, ED124 456

"Foods Supply ED110 748, 6119 960, ED120 348, ED120 426, ED124 451

Futurism ED119 947,.ED119 948, ED119 949; ED119 963, ED124'4 6, ED124 55

.



Futurisiics -T.D125.925

Health - ED116 245, ED120*348, ED123 417, ED123 419,'ED123 421

Housing - ED119 961

Human Fatigue - EDlli 631
. o,

O

Human.PerfOrmance - ED124 379 .

' %

Human Resources - gpil6 245 ' ,

7 e ..0

Identifying People - ED120 34$ '

Insect 6aLge - ED120 426

Land Uee.- ED111 663; ED111 993, ED112 46, ED214 268, ED116 245, ED116 914,
ED117 406, ED116 946, ED119 961., ED41 565, ED121 566,',ED121 567, ED12.4 453,
ED125 854,,ED125k868, ED125 925

Mekinsg USeful Things for People - ED111 999

Materials Conservation - ED118 400

Natural Resources - ED116 245, ED118 815, ED119 962, P124-426, ED125 854

Noise - (see pollution .noise)

Noneentwable Resources.- ED114 268

. Normalcy - ED123 419, ED123 420.

Nuclear Fallout - ED115 468,iD120 348,,ED124 389, ED124 409

Nuclear Radiation - ED115 468, ED120 348, ED124 389

NktriAon - ED120 348, ED123 417, ED123 421

,Pesticides - ED119 960, ED120 426, ED125*808
c .

`Pollution - Air - ED111 663, ED114 268, ED1160245, ED116 914, ED118 342, ED119 946
ED119 949, ED119 961, 1E1119 963, ED123 417, ED125 854, ED125 808

Niise - ED114 268, ED119 949, ED119 963, ED124 378, ED12.5868,
(see pollutioi - sound)

ED113 171, ED117 541 '
Radioactive ED115 08, ED120 348, 10124,389; ED124 ,409

Sound - ED119 947, ED119 949, ED119 961 (see pollution - noise)

Water - ED111 663, ED114 268, ED116 245,,ED116 914, ED118 342, ED 119 946,-
.TD123 420, ED12.5 854, 65125 868

Population-,ED124, 455, ED125 854, ED125 868, 1D125 997, ED124 451,EDI19 961

1Gwer Transmission 7, ED124 383

xii



Radiation Hazards - ED111 631, ED113,171, ED124 387
0

Radiation Safety - ED124 389, ED124 409 (see safety - radiation)

Radioactivity - ED115 468,.ED120 348, ED124 389

Recycling - ED118 400, ED119 960

Reproducing Images - ED124 382

Resourdes Usage -,ED118 400, ED119 946, ED119 947, ED119 948,(see natural resources)
c '

Safety -ED111 625, ED121 950

Safety - Boating -.ED124 392

RadiAtion - ED124 389, ED124 409 (se radiatiom_safety)

Simulation - BD111 631
j

V

Solid Waste - ED114 268, ED 16 914,ED119 946, EB119347, ED119 p49, ED119 960,
ED119 961, ED119 963, D125 8E8 !44. f

Space Flight - ED111 631

,Survival - ED111 631, ED11 295, ED115 501, E6116 904,, ED119 961, ED126 428

Technological Impact - ;DI 6 245, ED116 914, ED118 400, ED1106 428, ED118. 441,
-ED119 946, Epll 948, ED119 949, ED119 962

Transportation - ED111 66 , ED111 9A11/4 ED119 949, ED119 961, =21 950, ED125

ing N tural Resources.-

Water:PollUtion- (see po

854

ED116 946, ED118 400, ED119 946, ED119 947,,ED119 948,
(see natural resoprces and resources usage)

lution - ld'ater),

Watei Supply - ED119 961,. ED121 566, ED123 420, ED124 352, ED125 854, ED125 868

Weeds -11-ED120 426 (see p stici4es)
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Ga ior, A. G.

ulture-for Little People
Rutgers University, Nefa Brunswick_
1975 79pp
New Jersey Vocational,- Technical Curr

. 1Rutgers University, New Brunswick, N. J.,
lus/

ED 110 748

0

cull Laboratory, Building 4103
08903 $1.50 plus, postage

postage'EDRS price MF $0.83 'HC $4.67

Components - Short integrat&l
and topics grouped by science.
Assumption that all are.teac
Golf COurse", "Schodl Rake
included,

Status - Eabh activity,

Materials ,- Not. speci

N Mode - Environment, laboratOry, reading

is (8),consiSting of suggestions for activities
mathematics,"reading, physical education, etc.
directed. Units include: "Visit to the
etc, A' few very general objectives are

eds to be developed into a guide sheet..
,

4
but probably simple.

Context - Botany,

Target - Intlend d for zrades,K - 3 but c
guidesheets/. , .

zoology, (mathematics, reading, etc.)

Themes -a
- Nlassifyin ,

c- .

d - food supply

r

Uld be extended upward with propel
.

measuring, observing

. s:'
.

Imagination used in identifying unita with local resources. In
addition to examples above there are: Stadium Visitations and Visit to
and Apple Orchard.

y .

This document is a collection of teacher gu des to sample units
introducing agriculture at the primary level; part or aZZ of the units
can be" used along with the regOar cUrrficulumqurin'g the school year.
Intended to acguaint,k-3 students with agiiculture's important role,
the purpose of the course is-to impart. basic knOwtedge of materials,
too Zs, processes, concepts, and4.career opportunities in agriculture.

, Five introductory units repare students to focus on agriculture,
the guide outlines are very brief. pThe nine sample units on agricultuft
are activity=based; the teacher guides are presented'in the form of
brief outlines Ap general terms, outlining basic procedures and listing
content -area skialstsugh.ds reading and mathematics which may be
developed.in the coirse:of the activities. 'Four of the nine sample units
are field=trips (to an orchard, a tomato farm, a golf course; and a
stadiUm); four others inklve the'planting and maintenance of school'
gardens (flowers from bulbs,'flowers from,seedsi.fruitin al greenhouse'
and vegetables); and thexeamining sample Unit teachep leafccillection
and identification through a "schoolrake,up". A teacher evaluation
form, ribusiness career information, listed teaching resources, and
ZO stud t activity sheets are included.

8
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4 Sayler, D. S. and J. C, Smith
Aerospace Environment s

.Aerospace Education I

'Air'Nrce Junior ROTC,'Maxwell Air Force'Hase
1972 0140pp f

EpRS prick MF$0.83 HP $7.35 pluspostage

Components - This textbook Consists of five chapters including "Earth
and Atmopphere"%and "From the Earth to the Moon". Diagrams and index.

Status - Ready for :iusa

0

Materials - None

Modd Reading

Context - Astronomy, meteorology

Tahet Grades 9:42

Themes - a - system, model
b - .predicting

c - ;space, air, weather

A d -

1

.4 1
This book is one in the series on Aerospace ducation I. It

briefly review's current knOwAedge of. the unieerse, the earth and its
life- supporting _atmosphere, and the arran0Aent of celestial bodies
in outer space and the&physical characteristics., Chapter I includes
a brief survey of the aerospace environment. Chapters 2 and 3, exdmine
tie composi,ition of the earthf's atmosphere, global weather patterns, and
the role played By varbous'forces in producing weather. Chapter 4 -

includes 'recent, findings on the Surface characteristics and features,
of the Moon. The final chapter contains a brief description of the
instruments used by astronomers and. examines the worlds of nterp4lane-
tary, interstellar, and-intergalaCtic space., The book is designed for
use in the.Air Force Junior ROTC program. 1/

A.
ig44,1g X'
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ED 111 623

Cox, R. V.

Air Navigation
Air Foice junior ROTC, Maxwell' Air Force Base
1973 135pp
EDRS _price MF $0.83 HC $7.35- plus postage

-)
Components - This textbook is composed of seven'chapters with reasonably a'
good illustrations, although some have not reproduced well'on microfiche.

- List of further readings. Index.

Status - Ready for use.

Materials - Norie

Mode - R adingrAata bank

Context General "

Target w rades .9-12

'*Themes - = model, force, quantification
- classifying, interpreting data

- finding one's way

rer

is revised textbook, published for the Air Force ROTC Program
contains 4'd-icscussion of basic and essential understandings about air
navigati The first part of the bpok describes maps, air navigation
charts, f ht planning, and pilotdge preflight. Basic differences
between g and maps and air,charts are described and the methods of
expressing osition, direction, 6istance,,and time are explained. The
last three chapters include a description of differen types of nav-
'igation inAtruments and aids used in flight. $k

.1

"N".

4

4,

4
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Callaways. le 0: And J. 1\4. Elmer
Civil. Aviation and Facilities

Air Force Junior ROTC, Maxwell Air Force Base
1 1973 '129pp ,

)

, EbRp,,price MF$0.83 Ht $7.35 plus postage
. . A

,

Compqnents - This textbook'is composeaof six chaptersaf, approxitately
./

' equal length. A few end-of-chapter suggestions for locilnrakers and
reading research. .

4'

ED. 111 625.

I

Status. Ready-for use.

Materials a- None

Mode- Reading-, data book.

Context - Engineering, istpry),

Target - Grades 9-12
-1

iThemes*- a - eVOlutiolt-; syietem,rantification

b -i.nterpretingdata
C -.airport .

d - air traffic control, safety.

-

This ii a revised
progrecm. The main-theme
civil aviation
The first chapter trac
ation of. organizations
sleacribes varieties o
is ed. Thisinclud

ructional, recrea

f

extbook for use in A6 Force ROTC training
of,the book 'is concerned with the kinds of'
s andmany intricacies involved in their use.

s the development of civil aviation and thd.form-
to control aviation systems. The second chapter
aviation of which the term "general aviation"
s brief descriptions of agricultural; business,
owl, air taxi service.

the

I
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Coard, E. A.

Human Requirements` of Flight Aviation and Spaceflight
Aetospate Education III
Air Force J ior,ROTC,,Maxwell Air Force Base

#

ED 111 631.
4

1974 197pp 4
EDRS price $0:83 HC $10.03 plus postage.

Components't- This textbook is composed of six chapters on topics such-as
"Physiblogy.of Flight" and "Surviving and Living in Spade". List of

'" further readings. Index.
.

a
_Status - Ready for use.

.
.

. .

Materials - None

/ '44k-Mode - Reading. Each chapter ends with"a,list of,"thinvig to Do" bit, they
.cm4 usually 'based on Outside rekdiRg. Some,limited datiiblank material.'

!,:_,

Context - fhysiology, 'engineetirig, physics.
. - : 4 A

4P.
... S

.. Target - Grades 9-12° i

Themes - a = system, perception N ( __

,b - interpreting data . 4. /...,.

- c - atmosphere, radiation 4 . INII

. -d - survival, radiation bards, space flight, simulation, human
.. " fatigue .4 4 f

.

.

' s

This book, one in the series Aerospace Education JIINeals
with the.generalNature of human physiology during space flights. Chapt-
er I begins with a,brief discussion of the nature of the atmosphere.
Other topics examined. in this chapter include respiration and circuliation,

principles and problems of vision, noise and vibration and self-imposed
stresses. Chapter 2 provides an account of aerospace medicine. .,The
next two chapters arelitdevoted to a general,description of protective,
equipment used by fliers, pilot training, add surviving 61ct'Siving in.
space. Chaptgrs 5 and 6 provide information on skylab and future space

the book is designed to be used in the.Air Force ROTC pro-,
gram.,

4'

;
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.ED.111 661

Abernathy, 3'; t

Earth Science Unit for Second Grade:vA Seed Crystal Approac h
.New Mexico State University,. Las Cruces --, :

u°

, 0EDRSiprice MF $0.83 HC $3.50- plus postage
.

,....sk,, '

/
Components-- This unit cotains suggestions, for teacher-dire ctor discussions
and demonstrations grouped in six,sectionA of what amounts to.a course
msyllabus. Typical sections are titlea: "Forces Acting on the Earth's
Surface" and "Fossils". The unit would require 12-1,8 we l s to cover in
its entirety. Reading,referenceS made to Contepporary e mentary science texts.

Status - Many of the components could be c verted into uslable modules
by writing appropriate guidesheets. This ould be done to introduce pore
learner inquiry and, hands -on activity.

..

1975 65pp f

Materiais - Local rocks and standard geology materials.

Mode - Reading, discussion, demonstration4

t Context - Geology, paleontology.

Target - Although intended fOr grade 2,,grades 5-9 would be more appropriate,.
in view df the abstract nature of some ?oncepts introduced.

Themes - a - change, model, force
b classifying -
c - rocks, soils
d - erosiOri

y

iP

This teacher's guide.eo a second-grade earth,science unit pro-
vides a range of activities, suggestions for cladsroom discussion, and
opne-ended questibns suitable for each of the concepts developed; \One
of the central purposes of the unit is to develop independence,- and self
c nfidence by/encouraging the student to think through a 'problem clearly.

e questions and activities give the studept,proqtice,eamining facts
hand and drawing logical conclusions in a nonthreating atmosphere.
thi. reason, therefore no tests at the end.of each section. This

7. a seed crystal approach; its purpose is' to begin bui-lding an accurate
pictUre of the, pZanet. Awareness) not mastery of concepts and terms,
is th major objective. 'The first section of the unit, !Physical Nature
of th Planet Earth,"'is conceptually oriented; the studentloarns facts
about the problem. The second section; "Physical Nature. `c'I'Rocks,Mip=
erals, and Fossils", is -more concernedcwith-application; the student
learns a skin, which -is used tq sblve a problem. Also included is a
section about cdreers ingeOloky and paleontology;

4

L

f.
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ED 111 662
Fowler,4t.

Energy Envirdnment Source Book
(USOE) National Sciende Teachers Association, Washington
1975 270pp
EDRS price MF,$0.83 HC $13.05 plus.postage
National Science Teachers Association, 1742 Connecticut Ave., N.W.

Washington, DC 20009 $4.00 prepaid.

Components - Composed of chapters (7) appendixes (4) and an index
that provide authoritative and up to date explanations and data relevant

. to the energy crisis-.
,

Status - Classroom ready provided simple guidesh:et made available.

Materials - None

Mode - Reading, data bank..

Context -,Physics,- technology, economics, geology.

,

Target - Grades 10-12 plus although intend for teachers and reading level
in some sections isl rather Nigh.

Themes - a - energy, system
b - measuring
c - earth

d - energy supply

a

AG.

This source book; one part of a three-part.NSTA series on energy /
environment', is written for teachers who wish to incorporate material
on the complex subject of energy into their teaching. This ork is
divided-into two volumes, each with numerouatables and figyrs, along
with appendices containing a, glossary, mathematics primer, heat engine
,descriptions, and nuclear,energy discussion. Volume I ( Energy, Society,
and the Environment) deals with energy and its relationship with conserva-
tion. ...In Volume 2 (Energy, Its Extraction, conversion, and Use), topics
disgussed include the rate of energy consumption, future sources of
energy, and the increased cost of energy.

a

O

r
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Mervine, K. and R. Cawlipy

Energy Environment Materials Guide, /

ZUSOE) National Science Teachers Association, Washington
1975 68pp
EDRS price MF $0:83 HC 3.50 plus postage

National Science Teachers Association, 1742 Connecticut Abe. N. W.
Washinoen,,DC 20009 $2.00 prepaid

Components - Composed of parts (4) appendixes (5) and an index..;

Slatuu- DOes not contain modular matterialis such but does provide
listin0.,,of many films, filmstrips, pamphlets, books and articles that
could be used ,as-modular materials.

S

111 663

0 Materials = Projectors ,

Mode - Reading, film, narrated slides, data bank, game, laboratory.

Context - Technology, physics, economics, geology

Target -, Grades 2-12 plus

Themes - a - energy -
b - measuring, predicting
*c - petroleum

.

d - energy supply, water pollution, air pollution, land use..
, . -

. This publication, one part of a three4part NSTA series on-Kergy-
environment, is a sampling of current energy literature. The references
are divided into four separate categories, each directed fora specific

. audience: reading fir teachers, readings for students (grades 8-Z0)3
Readings for- students (grades 5-9) and readings for students (grades
Included in 'four appehdices are guides for fiZ s and audio-vi,sual materials,
curriculum materials, sources of information, government documents..0

4
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ED 111'664

. Energy Environment Mini-Unit Guide
; (USOE) Mational Science Teachers Association, Washington

1975. 217pp
EDRS price MF $0.83 HC $11.37 plui pqatage
National science Teachers Association, 1742 Connecticut Ave.N.W.

'Washington,' DC. 20009 $3.00. prepaid.

Components - 6mposed of miniunits. (7) ea 'ch owhich is sadivided
,into lessons. Each lesson could .form' the basis of a module. Each
mintunit ends with suggestions. for evaluation.

Status - Learner guidesheetsopeed to be iltaile'and some modification of
procedures, etc. must be made.. to accomodate lessons to local situation.

Materials - Some lessons require standard high school sciepcd equipment.

Made - Dischssion,reading, demonstration, simulation, data bank,
problem °solving, laboratory..

Context - TeOnology, p sics, chemistry, economics, (mathematics).

Target - Grades' K-12. Two units are inteinded for K-3, four--
aKe for grades 5-8,and one for grades 9-12.

Themes a - energy,.change;

b - measuring, interpr ting data, predicting
c-
d - energy supply, trans ortation, consumerism

4

This.unit is one part of a thr e-part National Science Teachers
. Association. series on energy-environment. Oe'goal.of the NSTA project

is to create a collection of mini -units thmt providArateriatsfon science
. and social studies teachers.in grades K-Z2. These materials'are intended
to make teaqhing,.inor& interdisciplinaryand to stimulate decision making

. .

in young,childrgii: Activities are sought that will enable stz4dents to:
. understand and use existNg fundamental concepts in the energy-environmeht

area; identify and evaluate'personal and community practices, attitudes,*
4 and values related to energy-environment issues; and make effective

decisions and/or define their views of app4opria*actions on energy-
environment'issues. . N -

15,
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ED 111

Wright, L.*(director) '

Problem Solving,Activities
Wisconsin State)Dept. .of InsL-uction,/44dison.
1975 77pp

e ,EDRS price MF0:83 HC $4,67 plus podtage

Components. - Teaoher directed exercises (3.7) eaell'of self-conta'inea.
Originally intended for incisf education the problems' involved are these
Of designing and building slatems to meet specific needs: Index.

Status - A few exercises' are in the form of explicit dire ions t,, students.
Others ai.e in the form of direction's/ to teachers. All-are based on problems
that involve construction of a reltively simple. device. .

Materials - Mcst,exercises require simple tools'and constr'i'ct
devices designedby students.

Mode - LaboratOry, discussion.

Ccintext'.= hy,sies, Engineering, general

Target - Oradea-4.10
. .° i

-,-
Themes - a -

t-"-measuring, hypothesizing%. .

c - $
t

d - land use; making useful things forpeople, transportation.. '''

These ,!'probleins" include 4'eyei:aroriginalideas' and many.will have high
interesj for local groups. ,,:,

The teacher directed problem solving activities package contains
17 units: Future Community Depth, Let's. -Build an Elevator, Let's
Construct a Catapult; Let's Design a Recreational Game, Let's Makei
a Hand Fishipzg 'Reel, Let's Make a Wall Hanging, Lets Make, a Yo-Yo,
Marboned in the Past, Metrication, Mousetrap Vehicles; The Mu4i System

.Encapsulators Safety Card, Paper Airpliane, Contest, The EZectro -Magnetic.
CranesEgg Crdfts Designing a Mobile, and CompessedAir i!ropulsibn.
Suggestions to the teacher regardin0,6the'statement of. the problem to be,,

presented the point of view to be taken, procedures and_neede4 'mczterials1_,

possible solutionetd the problem, length of 'the project, safetyi, notes, _74--

information for the student, and mddel drawings"hre provided where
a0p*cable. 711,1 activities pertain to field objecti.qe number 1 of the

"4/ 'sconsin Guide to Local .curriculum_ Improvement in Industrial Educations,
K-12. $

ti b
1

.
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- ED 112 191

RasmUsen, C. and others
Eye and Ear Tools; AnInstructional Unit
(USOE) Arizona Dept. of Education, Phlkix

). 1973 75pp

EDRS price 611F $0.83 HC $3,50 plus postage

Components - This unit contains sign "lessons" each whichasts from
one to four. 45-minute periods. Most ctivities are teacher directed.

Status - The presdnt form isithat of pecifi2directions to cher although
some student worksheets are included.

Materials - Mainly simple easily' obtained materials althc!lugh a set of
about 30 prepared microscope slides. An assortment of instruments
including microscope, binoculang-Stethescape is recommended.

Mode - Discussion, demonstration

Context - Physiology, psychology (social studies, art)

Target - Grade 3 although could be used with slight'changes'up through
grade 7.

Themes - a perception
b - observing,.measuiing
c -

d - extending one's senses

, The unit is designed provide ap0Oximately ZO hours of insturc-
, Lion time fo'r learners in grade 3. The primaq intent of the.unft'is
to help the learner develop an awareness ofsound-extending and-ssight-+,
extending tools. Four major goals andt.l&,,performance objectives are ad-
dressed in-the unit. The major topics inciluded in the unit stress: .-

Z)identification of seicted sound and sight - extending tooti; 2) deter-
mination of the function of sound and sight-extending tools; 3)-identification
of occupations which employ these tools; 4 determination of the value to
the individual of observation, practice, and training; ''and 5) identification
of safety hazards and rules in the use of theee tools.

`-`
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Wise, J. and M. J. Iverson
Land Use - An In4ructional Unit

in Agriculture.

Kenlucky University, Lexington
1973 160pp
EDRS price W.$0.83 HC $8.69 plus postage

ED 112 246

I a

for Teachers of Adult Vocational Education

a

Components - Worksheets, data tables, entichment activities (demonstrations
mainly), references, resource people grouped into 8 lessons (i.e. short units).

Status - Addressed .to teachers but selections' could be made from above.and
added to other activities to form modules for which guidesheets would need_
to be prepared.

Materials L Relatively common equipment and materials.

Monde - Data bank, environment, laboratory, interview.

Context - Chemistry, sociology, physics.

Target--1dUlt iiiit,also'useful grades 10-12.

Themes - a - equilibrium
b - measuring
c - soil, water
d(= land use

There is,an assumption that
working with .a total class and a
lecture. -3

material will be used by
large proportion of time

I

an instructor
devoted to

1

An adutt'farmer course designed to develop the effective abaity
of land holders to plan for and implement wise ,land' use is presented.
The unit consists of eight lesson plans: (l) -the importance of land use,
(2) the pkysica.and chemical properties of the soil, (3) soil teging
as a tool land use, (4) balanced fertilizatioh of soils, (5) selec-,)
*ion of productive crop andPor livestock programs based on wise land use,
(6) soil and water conservation, (7) soil and water management for
rural use, and (8) soil water management for urban'use. Masters for
tmnsparenciel, are included for each lesson. In addition, a teaching
plan for the jprse and other planning forms are appended.'

29
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ED 113 154

Activities, A Collection of Things to Do At the Environmental Learning Center
Isabeli4NMN .

,_

Environmental Learning Center, Isabella, MN
1975 119pp ' ,

'EDRS MY '$0.83 HC $6.01 plus postage

Components'- Lessons and/or'activities organized,in eight groups: perception
and commuqication (8), maps and areas (6), wedther,(4), snow (5), soil (2).
`aquatics t_(6), trees (8), animals (9). Lessons rah from one hour to four
hours or more. No objectives.

Status -,Most lesions are one or 'tw'o pages. Each provides some background and
specific\procedural directions to'teacher. Some lessons are accompanied
by work sheets. It would be a relatively easy' task-,k2translate each lesson
into a student guidesheet.

Materials - Relatively simple (thermometers, soil test' kits, etc.) a list
provided for each lesson.

Mode - EnvirdnMent, laboratory, writing.

Context - Ecology, general, chemistry, botany, zoology, atmospherics, ldng-
uage arts, mathematics.

Target -,..Grades 7-12

4
Themes - a - population, perception, system

b - observing, measuring, inferring, classifying, hypothesizing
c - trees, snow,r ponds, streams, soil °.

d - erosi , finding One's way

Aqft,hough some of the lessons are specific to this environmental
learning center, they are readily adaptable to other locations.

A collection of activities used successfully at the Environmental
Learning denter irt Isabella, Minnesota, are contained in this guide. Areas
of study are -perception and communication, mapping,-weather, snow, soil,
aquatics, trees, and animals. Within these areas is a number of related
activities , each to be adapted to the appropriate grade level. The
exercises contaim-a brief description with a statement of.purpose. Equip-
ment checkliits indicate what the center furnishes, and'what you are"
expected to provide. Procedures explain specifically-how to go about
each activity. A series, of discussion questions serve as a follow up
to the exercises. The lessons prOide a degree. of flexibility, so that
they can be used when designing wresident program, or mockfied to ac-
comdate individual or'group needs. A number of theactivities suggest
the use of activity cards which can be reproduced from the lesson sample.
Notebooks are also indicated as being inportant in most areas. In-
cluded in the appendix is a detailed account of available equipment
at the center, including those items for-camping, recreation, measuring,
optics, astronomy, terY,estrial needs,:aquatic needs,teit kits, and
audiovisual aids. The bibliography contains a 'collection of materials
used to develop environmentally oriented lessons.

30
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ED 1131 171

Chemistry: Experiments, Demonstrations and Other Attivities Suggested
4or Chemistry2

New York State Education Dept.,Albany
1975 378pp

EDRS price MY $0.83 HC $10.63, plus postage

Components ..- Contains an assortment of lecture notes, demonstration
tables, graphs,etc. grouped in usual chemistry areas guch as: "'Solutions -

and Near Solutions", ':,Drganic Chemistry", etc.

Status - Some lecture notes could be used as readings in present state.
Demonstrations,,etc. need to be"translated,intu guidesheet;.

Materials - Usual materials and,:apparatus associated with high sc
chemistry facilities. Some special apparatus such4as civil defense
radiological survey meter.

Mode - Demonstration, reading,lecture, data bank.

Context -.Chemistry, physics .0.

Target - Grades 10-12 .

Themes - 4-- model, energy,, change, equilibrium
b - measuring
c -
d - corrosion pollution, radiation hazard

.4

This publication is a handbrook used in njUnation with. the course
of, study in chemistry, developed thiiough the New York S&zte Education Dept.
and the University of the Sta ?e bf. New York. It contains experikents, dem-
onstrations and other, activities for echemistry course. Areas covered
include the science of chemistry, the atomic structure of matter,
solutions,.metals and metallurgy.,; non-Metals, ionization; acids, bases
and salts,' organic chemistry, nuplear energy, and reaction-principles.
Suggestions are inc -luded in the appendices relating to visual aids,

planning field trips;'sreparing reports, suggested readings and facts .....

related to equipment and supplies. General references and bibliographical
data'are included.

J
, L
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ED, 113 193

Suggestions for Teaching,Mathematics Using Laboratory Approachest:Grade 1 -6,
Part 4. Measurment.

--

New Y9rk State Depa#Ment of Education, Albany

/ 1974 -52pp
14,

. 14

EDRS pride MF $0.83 HC $31.50 plus postage

Activities

At
.

Components - (113) for which a short procedure is addressed tJ
teachers and coded to appropriate grade level. Activiti-6 grouped under:
linear, area - volbme - capacity, weight, tine.

Status - Guidesheets need to be deveYbped.

Materials - Simple and easily available.

Mode - Laboratory; demonstration, environm

Context General,. astronomy, .(Mathematic

Target - Grades 1-6 Fact: activity has a specified range of two or three,grade
levels.'

,..,.

Themes - a - time
1,41 - measuring .

-410
r

I c -
d -

. 6

'This guide describes activities d materia s which can be used in
a mathematics laboratory approach to a basic mat ematics program for gra-

des 1-6. One-hundred thirteen activi 'es pertaining to measurement
concepts are described in terms pf puY(Pose, suggested grade levels, ,*
materials' needed, and procedures. Some specific" concepts included: )

linear measurement (33 activities), area and volume (31 activities),
weight measurement (31 activities),:time measurement (18 activities),
estimation, inequalities, equalities; graphing, applications, similarity;
non standard units, measure, counting surface area', weight, density,
indirect area measure; cost calculations, conservation, recording data,
probZe'm solving, time continuum,,directionality, shadows and time re-
ltitiOnships. Most_activities utilize the English systeni of measure-
ment, but 40ny can be adapted tb the metric system: The guide con -
eludes mith a list of selected manipulative materials for mathematics
laboratory` use.
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Euston. C. rs"-....,:' . .-
A Better Place to Be. A Guide to Environmental Learning in your Classroom -I

i

Y";e1ra
/ . rtment of Interior. Washington .

1975 ,4366
-USGPO #240-00805 $1.25
EDRS price MF $0.83 HC $2.06 lus postage

I

Components - Groupsof activities o variou kinds each quiring up to one hour.

Status - Addressed to teachers in the form o grief general descriptions. Need
to have details'added and guidesheets developed.

Materials Easily obtained materials

Mode - Environment, interview:

Context - Ecology, phySics, Jphemistryrand general

Target Grades 4-8.

Themes - a - population, system
b

c -. trees
k

.

d - air pol utian,. water pollution, solid,waste, noise pollution, land
'use, e rgy supply, nonrenewable resources. 4

1 S. 1 .

This ,,coklet designed fer elementary teachers, contains ideas for in-
volving students in firsthand experience with their environment and prac-
tical suggestions for preservation and improvement of their own.homes and
neighborhoods. The coals of 'this booklet are to increase environmental
awareness and to help the students become responsible citizens: Among
the topics discussed are: Environmental Problems and Activities; En
yironmental Learning and theTotal Curriculum; School Site Development'
Family Participation; Schoolwide Programs; and AwardS and Recognition.
A listing of environmental organizations, materials and sources, suggested
readiijs and audiovisual aids concludes this booklet..

, ,
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Feldman, K. V. and others

Lessons Designed to Teach Fifth Grade Students the Concept of Tree at the
Formal Level of attai went

NIE - University of Wise nsin, Madison
1975 73pp

EDRS price MF _$0.83 HC $3.50 plus podtage

'° Components - To lessons each of which requires.approximately.30 - 40 minutes.

A

Status - Classroom ready.

Materials - Copies of lessons, pencils.

Mode --Prog 1111 e4 instruction.

, .Context - e eral . ,
.

. I a

Wa
Target - Grade 5 but could probably be Used up to grade 9 pluse

1

Themes - a -
b - classifying

,c - tree, wood
t. .

- ' 'd -
.

.

C --) ,

:-; The autoinstrudgonal activities included in t his booklet were design-
ed to be used to teach fifth -grade studehts the science concept "tree"
at the formal level of attainment. The instructional strategies used in
the lessons had been shown in previous studies to facilitate concept le
ing wheh used singly or in combination with one another. The strategies
used are: (1) use Of a definition, (2) empirical selection of concept ex-
amples through an instance probability analysis, (3) use of: rational sets
of exampli-g-and nonexamples, (4) pairing of examples with nonexamples,
(5) emphasis of relevant attributes, (6) teaching of strategy, 47) im-
mediate feed back, and (8) active invo.lvement by the'student. Instruction
was divided into two parts, each part being-a lesson. The first
lesson present's the, defining attributes 'and teaches children labels for
defining attributes. The second lesson' presents the definintion of "trees"
preseNg a rational set of examples and nonexamples, and teaches a strat-=
egy for evaluating whether or'not an instance is an example of the ,con-
cept. Active involvement and immediate feed back, are provided for the
st7cIent in both lessons. .

7

-
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Goolsby, C. M.

Laboratory Activities for Biology (student mAndal)

Institute 'for Services t. Edueation,' 2001 S. Street N. W. Wash ington
1972 223pp

EDRS price MF$0.83'HC $11.37 plus postage .

'Components - Laboratory, exercises (43) each'of which ip related pne or more
of eight standard biology units. Each contains several pageq of earner.
instructions, learner response forms, and followup quiz. Spme exercises
require extended laboratory periods.-

tus - Ready for classroomAuse-proviaed an appropriate introduction relating
ac ivity to unit theme is presented.

' Materials - Most exercises require-standard laboratory equipment found in
well equipped biology teaching laboraltories. . .

5

Mode - Laboratory, ,(subseq`u nt discussion implied)-.

, Context - Biology, physics, chemistry

Target Introductory college lever-but could be ueedywith high ability
grade 10.

Themes - a - population, system, change, interaction
b - classifying
c - water
d -.survival

Reproduction of any part rfquis permission from developer although
there is no charge. ,

Intended to be used along with the "Teacher's Guide to Classroom
Dischssions for Bioiogeand the "Teachers Guide to Laboratory.Activities
for Biology",this volume presents 43 laboratory exercises fQr introductory
collegelevel biology.

k-
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Radiological Defense Textbook .

Defense Civil PreparednesssAgencyof the Dept. ofDefeAse, Washington
1974 201pp ,

RDRS1?rice MY $0.83 HC $11.37 plus postage .

. iv. .
. . ..

g,
Components 7 Chapters'(14) with titles such as:'"Basic Concepts of Nuclear..'
Sgience", "Nuclear Radiation Measurement", "Effects tf Nuclear Radiation'
Exposure", etc.

;

.

ED 115'468

,

Status - Segtions can be used "as is"sfOr alternative reading modules.
Student, guidesheet needed, . g

Materials - None

Mode - Reading .

0

Context -.Nuclear science physics, chethistry, physiology.

Target - Reading level is relatively high (grade 10 and up) and some
sections require grade 12 mathematics.

'

1

Themes = a - .

. // b - predicting, m asuting

. c -

d.- nuclear fallo t, nuclear radiation.,radioactive pollution
-.)

This textbook has been prepared under the'directiori of the De-
fense Civil Preparedness Agency (DCPA) Staff College for use as a stk.
dent reference namual in radiological defense (RADEF) courses. It pib-'
vides much of the basic technical information.necessaryfor a proper un-
derstanding of radiological defense and summarizes RADEF planning and ex-
pected operations. This textbook is not intended to provide RA op-

. erational procedures or direction for the development 'of RADEF' lans
ati4'tkganizations. Such guidance will be found in other DCRA*publica-
tiions: ?Among the chapters are: (1) an Introduction; (2), Basic Concepts
of Nuclear Science; (3) Effects of Nuclear Weapons; (4) Nuclear Radiation
Measurements; and (5) Radiological Monitoring Operations and Techniques.

.36
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Hampton, C. H. and C. D. Hampton
Living Organism for the Elementary classroom
East Carolina University, Greenville. r :
1975 21pp 0 .

EDRS price;)' $0,83 HC $1.67 4us,postage

_.E.9 115 501
&f,

-

k #t /
ColtToqttS - Technique descriptions (9) for culturing: guppies, acquatid

°-1-p-lants,land snakes, algae (chlamydononai), daphnia, isopods (pill bugs),
crickets, mealworm beetles, fruit flies, and wingless pea aphids.

..- Status - Addressed to teachers'bet could be adapted.as low as grade-9 -to
make introductory.or ongoingmddules if guidesheets prepared. zi'rbblems
or quotations to investigate are needed.-

.

Materials - Relatively simple (jars, J3oxes, plastic bottles). Listed on one page.

1'

Mode - Laboratory, demonstration

Context - Ecology, botany, zoology.
a .

Target - Grade 9.

Themes - a - systems
b

c -
.,d survival I.

t.

This publication was repared for elementray ,teachers and other
local personnel regponsibl for providing, maintaining and using living
organisms to enhance eteme tarn science programs. The manual contains
a fbreward, general information, and an appendix. lit gives information
concerningequipment and supplies, establishing and.taintaining and
aquarium, and culturing techniques. -Techniques are given fOr-culturing.
the following organisms; guppies and Aquatic,plants, land snails,
chlamydomonas, 'daphnia, isopods; crickets, maalworm beetles, fruit
flieSi, and wingless pea aphids. Thetechniqu,es have been researche1 and
developed in theLife Science Center ofDepartment Science EdUcatiN
at East Carolina University and have tried by preservice elementavy
teachers taking courses in science education:
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*Ctng, W. and others /) k

Nature of Physical Science: Student Workbook,
(NIE) Institute for Service to Education, Washington
1971 8Opp
EDRS price MF $0.83 HC $4.67 plus poitage

CoMponelitt - Composed of chapters (6) and appendixes (4). Three of the .

latter,ae reprinted from other releVaBtopublicationS.

ED 115 504

Status = MoSsectiOns are ready foclassroomuse although guidesheets
will be needed to relate to specific themes.

Materials - Some simple materials,,suchs a rock collection and some
handmade' cardboard cutouts.

Mode- Reading, laboratory 11

Context - General, physics, (mathematics) *

Target - Grades 10-12 although originally intended for college freshmen

Themes - a - e
b - measurd.ngt,interpreting data, hypothesizing, experimenting

c, -

d -

Although no specific objectives are included, this isaimed at
developing learner's understanding of the nature of science in generating
new knowledge.

This booklet is a student manual is a series of booklets t1at make
up. the core of a Physical Science course designed for the freshman yepr
of college and used by teachers in the 27 colleges participating in the
Thirteen College Curriculum Program. This program is a curriculum re-
vision project in,support of 13'predominately Negro colleges, and re-
flects educational research in the area of disadvantaged youth. In,
this unit, the scientific method is discussed and illustrated with
simple experiments that show how scientist acquire knowledge. Examples
and experiments are provided to show how scientists use mathematics in

' discovering relationships in the physical,world. Patterns in physical
problems are demonstrated in a discussion of the simple pendubum and thso
simple lever.

r

.
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Boopbr E. and others
. Chemistry - part I - Student Workbook

(NIE) Institute for Services to Education, Washington
1971 66Pp!

a

EDRS, price' MF ,$0.83 ' HC 3.50 plus postage

Components - Composed-of sections (5) which include a few hands-on
activities (3) and which are addressed to teachers.'

A

ED 115 506

Status - Most everything needs to be readdressed to stOdents

a Materials - Some simple materials need to be prepared for the activities,
all of which use the same equipment.

Mode - Reading,4%aboratory, problell solving, simulation

Context - Chemistry-
(

Target - Grades 11-12 although originally intended for college freshmen

Themes - a - interaction.

b -,interpreting data
c -
d -

The simulation involves a "chemical compound detector" that uses
weighted, packets and a simple two-pan balance.

git

This booklet is a student manual in a series of booklets that make
up the core of a Physical Scienceacourse, deaigned-for the freshman year
of college and used by teachers in the colleges participating in .r

the Thirteen CoZZege Curriculum Program. \Mid program is a curriculum
revision project in support of 13 predominantly Negro colleges and
reflects educational-research in the area Of disadvantaged youth.
unit covers the fundamental principles of chemistry, including dist
uishing featuresof four chemical classes of Zements. Experiments a e
provided to illustrate the maj6r concepts of emical combinati6n.

39
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ED 115 500

Bboker, E and others
Chemistry - Part III
(NIE) Institute for Services to Educationl,' Washington
1971 73pp
EDRS price $0.83 MF gC $3.50 plus postage -

Components - Composed of three chapters, "The Chemical Bond",
"The Patterns of Organic Chemistry", and "The Role of the Chemical BwId.
in Determining Chemical Properties"

.

Status - Essentially classroom ready although guidesheets needed to
focus on specific unit themes. 1

Materials -. Simp 1S:toratory equipment plus some homemade-cards for
the game that is Included.

Mode- Reading, 1 oketory/(2) game (1)

towEext - Chemist

Target - Grades 11-12 although originally intended for College freshmen
. ,

Themes - a - model, interaction
b
c-
d -

The "experiments" are rather simple and have preconceived results. ,

This booklet is a student manual in a series of booklets that make
up the core of a Physical Science course designed.for the freshman year
of college and used by teachers in thoP27 colleges participating in
the Thirteen College curriculum Program. This program is a curriculum
revision project in support of 23 predonimantly1Wegro colleges and re-
flects educational research in the area Of 4isadvdTtaged youth. This
unit covers the fundamental of organic chemistry, beginning with'a dis-
cussion of ionic and covalent bonding. Exercises using molecular models
are used to illustrate the geometry of basic organic molecules and the
structural similarities of organic compounds in the same chemical
classes. The kinds 'of bonds in a given molecule .are related to chemical
properties and chemical activity. A card game which reveals some im-
partant rules or organic chemistry,is utilized. Experiments !re also
provided for some of the major concepts,

11,
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Daniel, A. and others
The Gas Laws andthe Kinetic Theory
(NIE) Institute for Service, to Education, Washington
1971 88pp 6

EDRS price MP $0.83 HC $4.67 plus postage

ComPitants - Contains a series of lecture and demonstration notes for
#

'teacEers although these couldebe used. as reading material for learners.
A

KStatuS°-' earner guidesh eets need to be developed./ 'Some demonstrations
could be made into inquiry labs.

Materials Usual physics laboratory apparatus.

Mode - Lecture, demonstration, reading,

Context - Physics

Target:- Freshmen in college although could be used In grades 11-12.

Themes - a - model
b - interpreting data
c - diffusion, air

c-,
d o

A

Most of the act lvities arestandard in traditional physics courses.,

This booklet is both a teacher's manual and a student!t manual in a
series of booklets that make up the core of a Physidal'Science course
designed for the freshman year of college and used by teachays in,the
27 colleges participating in the Thiiteen CoZZege Curriculum Program.
This program is a riculum revision' project in support of 13 predom-
inantly Negro col eges and reflects educatiOnal research in the area of
disadvantaged ou h. This unit, investigates the behavior of gases. ='
using theaap. s an example bf empirical relationships and the kinetic
theory as an e Ze of a microscopic model.! Experiments are provided
to illustrate the ajor concepts.

t

S
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George, A. and L. Ragland

Light: Tacher's Curriculum Guide for the Thirteen College Curriculum Program
(NIE) Institute for Services to Education, Inc., Washington ,

1971 81pp
EDRS price MP $0.83 HC $4.67 plug postage

Components - Chapters(4) in a text with some diagrams, demonstrations, and
prOblem exercises. Chapter topics: "Historical View (of light) ", "A Closer
Look at Waves and Particles", "Geometrical Optics", "Physical Optics".

Status - Could be used in present state as alternativelhodules if guidesheets
prepared.

Materials - None except for a few demonstrations which require simple
standard physics material.

Mode - Reading
*7

Context - Physics, chemistry

4

Target - Although intended for college freshmen, could be used at grade 10
' or 11.

Themes - a - model
b -
c - light
d - *

a

These demonstrations and activites tend co,be stano and in con-
,ventional physics texts.

This booklet is a teacher's manual'is a serAt of booklets that
make up the core.of a Physical Science course designed for the freshman
year of college,and used teachers in the 27 colleges participating in
the Thirteen CoZZege Curriculum Program. This program is a curriculum
revisionloroifct'in support Of Z3 predominantly Negro colleges and
.reflects educational research in the area of disadvaytaged yoyth. This
unit approaches the topic of light by reviewing historical theories e<
light and waves and wave-particle duality. Geometrical optics is
discussed in terms of reflection, reArtion, and instruments .which
utilize_light, such as t1e camera and,the microscope. Physical optics
is discussed in terms of color, interference, and diffraction. Ex-
periments are provided to illustratd\the major concepts. ,

1.

1 1.
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ED 116 245

Jackson, J. and others
A Handbook for Using the Newspaper in the Classroom
'Rocky Mountain News, Denver
1975 91pp
EDRS price MF $0.83 HC $4.67 plus postage

Components - Contains suggestions for activities using the daily newspaper
in

Components

subject areas (25 for science).

Status - Specific student directions and guidesheet's neecto be developed
for each activity.

Materials - Daily newspaper.

Mode - Reading, data hank

Context - General, geology, ecology, etc:

Target - Grades 5-12.

Themes - a - population, perception, change
b - classifying, interpreting data, hypothetizing, predicting,

communicating.
p - water,vieather ,

. d - .17and use, technological impact, health, air pollution,

---- water pollution, human resources, natural resources.

It is difficult to overestimate the value of these activities since
the newspaper is one of the few continuing sources of science information
available. to people throughOut their lives.

-This book is a guide to using the newspaper as an instructional tool
in the classroom. The obje'Ctives areto help stud#nts become'informed
about and interested in what is happening in the world; to learn to
read the newspaper intelligently; to help students realize the impact
of newspapers on the public; to develop within the students a lasting
interest in the reading of newspapers; and to incrSase and'strength n
the skiZZs acquired in other subject areas especially those in the
language arts 40 social studies. The handbook includes informatio
about howthe newspaper is constructed, the function of different news-
'paper seCnonsI newspaper terminology, propaganda and the newspaper, news
reports, editorials, spores, comics, freedom of the press, and the
history q the "Rocky Mountain News". Also included are various activities ,
for social studies, Language arts, non-readers and beginning readers;
science, math, foreign language, and art.
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ED 116 904
O

Hoke, J.
4

.Minature Environment On Environmental Education Guidebook.
U. S. Department of Interior, Washington,
1974 32pp
USGPO, #4216-00069, $0.80
EMS price MF $.083 HC $2.06' ,plus postage

Components - Directions for constructing five different types of microen-
vironment "conta4ers",v warm climate plants, warm climate,animafa, anoles,
Clome, indoor turtle pond, outdoor/turtle pOnd.

Status - Each set of directions is readable for grade 9 and up.Could be
used with little modification as introdyctory, ongoing, or gener4izing
modules.

Materials - Some specialized blit simple materiel and ordinary tools.

Mode:- Laboratory, environment, demonstration.

Context - Botany, zoology, engineering

Target - Grade 8 plus.

Themes-- a - systems

- c - turtles
d - survival

The, purpose of this booklet is to bring into the classroom the
ecological processes and principles that underlie nature. Students get
the opportunity to work with natural objects and to learn about the_prin-
ciples that regulate them. In this, revised ecliwtion,.a number of pub-
lications have been compiled and printed under one title. The booklet is
designed to help the teacher by supplementing existing programs` with
these student-oriented activities. The information includes simple dir-1
ections on how to builda number of different terregtrial and aquatic
microenvironments, as well as the ecological principles behind their -

construction and maintenance. All materials are common and easily.pur-
chased, including the contents of the terrariums and turtle ponds. There
&re a number of diagrams and photographs toplustrate the procedures
and principles being discussed.

q.
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m

Environmental Education Teaching Redources: Projects for Environmental
Problem Solving:

National Education Aisociation, Washington
1975 2Spp -

EDRS price MF $0.83 HC -$.1.67 plus postage

Components - Contaig suggestions for, local projects dealing with
environmental problems along with ideas for how these projects could
be developed. "Contains a set'of questions useful in formulating en-
vironmental impact statements.-

, 11111 4

Status - Provides only ideas.. These need to be developed in detail
end.guidesheees prepared.

ite

Materials - Variable but would utilize whatever is available.

Mode - Environment, laboratory., reading, interview.

Context - Multiple.

Targe - Grades 5-12.

Themes - a -
f b -

c -

(
.

1

.
--...,

d - technological impact; aif pollution, water pollution, solid
waste, land use.

1

.

.

L''),

This publication is a guide or the design of student projects in 62-
vironwental education. A few adv. ages,of proble-focused projects are:
easy incorporation into the ongoing riculum; opportunity for joint
student /teacher use of knowledge, inf., stion and skins- inaction- oriented
activities related to local environmen. .1 concern?; identifying, weighing,
and clarifying values; research and technicaltreporting skills; and dev-
elppment of dierga4t and convergent thinking skilZs. The student.project
provides a method fol, dtudent involvement and inquiry-based Zearninge ghe
five instructional objectives presented are based on theabove-mentioned
advantages. Under each Objective are teaching strategies, specific in
structional procedures and some sample questions tO,raise. The' objectives
stratoies, and procedures serve as the pasis for process activities and ,

oupcomestpthat can be realized through all problem,solvina projects. Three
projects that can be utilized and adapted by secondary and college students
in their stucly: of communication on environmental issues are outlined. TWo
of the projects 'concern environmental impact; the third, environmental
research. Each project ieeup-divided into objectives, focus, suggested
approaches, project design!, and evaZuation. Appendiced informationTer
taining tOlomganizaiions of environmental concern, \expanded problems for
study, and a bibliography of materials is to be used in conjunction with*
the projeats.,



ED ll& 941

Martin, P. (editor)

Suggestions for Teaching Mathematics Using Laboratory Approaches
New York State Education Department, Albany
1975 3Opp
EDRS price MP - $0.83 HC - $2.06 plus postage

Components , Exercises (20) each of which i

Status -"Specific sets of directions -for each
translated into student-guide sheets.

Materials - Simple materials required.

Mode - Laboratory

Context,- General contexts.

Target -.Grade 6 but usable up to 10 plus.

Themes - a - population, probability
b 7 interpreting data, predicting, hypothesizing, measuring, experimenting

essentially self-c9ntai4ed.:

ercise but need -fo be

14.

of

N

d -

.

These exercises were produced originally to dayelop probability concepts.
Most can be done independently; .

.
..

. _.

This guide is the sixth in a series of publications to assist teachers
1n using a laboratory.approach to mathematics. Twenty...activities on
probability and statistics-for the elementary grades are described in
terms of purpose, materials needed, and procedures to be used. Objectives\\I
of these activities include basic probability concepts; gatharing,tab-
ulating, and interpreting data, making predictions; pattern discovery,

formulating hypotheses; and fractions, rations and basic statistical
procedures. The publication includes diagrams, charts,,eilustrations and
suggested questions to assist the teacher in operating an informal 1

i
4-

oratory.
.
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Ring, 13. ed.)'

ED 116 946
A

Landscapes of Vermont. A Curriculum Guide in Land Use Education
(USOE) Dept. of Geography, Vermont University, BurlAngton
1975 47pp

Geography Dept. Vermont University, 112 Old Hill, Burlington, Vt.
IN . 05401 $1.00

SDRS price $0.83, HC $2.06 plus postage2,4

.6
Components -
few would be
to teachers.

4

Contaips chapters (6) on varioif eipects'of land use. A
useful directly with learners. Other are addressed purely
Provides sources for other \lac *Ues.

StatUs - Some material would need to be adapted to the ocal: area.
Guideeheets needed although some of the reading material is classrttm ready.

Materials - Some activities require specialized maps and aerial photos.
.7.

Mode - Reading, roblem solving, discussion, laboratory.'

Context - Geography

,Target - Grades 9-12

Themes - a - modei
-

'\

'c - forests, city

.d - land-'use, using natural, resources

0

Thia manual is designe to...assist schools and organizations in
gaining a better understanding of land use ate the community, state, A
national 4eve4s: The manual emphasizes interpretation of maps and
p to7imagery to analyze the geographic conceptsrelating to landscape.

e manual promotes the use of locaZ government piblicationsfrom the
U. S. Geological &very, the U. S. Soil Conservation Service, and
state extension services, and the use of space photographs andisatellite/-7\
imagery. The manual lists projects and activities fors land use study
in social studies, science,, vocatiAal agriculture, humanities, env'lron-
mental education, and 4-H groups. Thorough lists of docuthentary materials
audiovisual aids, and o er resources are included.

47
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Vocational Agriculture 4 - A Curriculum Guide
OklahOma State Dept. of Vocational and Technical Education, Stillwater
1974, 691pp
EDP'S 'price $0.83 MF HO $36.83 plus postage

. ,

Components - Four major sections, two of which deal with "Plant and
Soil Science", and "Agricultural Mechanics". Each section includes
"information sheets" and how-to-do-it directions.

.

Status - Many activities include usable forms. for "task sheets" al-
though more complete '"guidesheets" will be needed'in all cases. Also
there will peed to be some adaptations for afferent states. Some
hands-on laboratory activities could be derived.

Materials - Readin4 material only plus whatever equipment used for
illustration and activities.

Mode - Reading, &ta bank., Problem solving, geology, technology------

Context - Chemistry,, general geology, geogfaphy

Target - Grades'11-12

!Themes - a - fOrce, change, interaction
b -
c - soil
d - land use, corrosion

#.

The curriculum guide for Vocational Agriculture 4 - (Grade 12)

contains 27 color -coded units of instruction organized into, four sec-
tions; farm business management, leadership and careers, plant and soil.
science, and agricultural mechanics. The instructional units are
designed to account for 60% of an.instructor's time, the remaining 40%
is left to the individual instructor to use with reference to the needs
of the local community. .For each unit the guide provides; objectives,
both terminal covering the unit's subject matter and specific covering
student performance expectations (on white paper); suggested activitieb'
fashioned around the specific objectives (on white ''paper);. inforation
sheets containing essential facts necessary for teaching the unit (on
green paper);'assignment sheets focusing on written skills (on brown
paper) with answey sheets (on pink paper); job sheets providing nec-
essary instructions for completing a production job. (on blue paper)

ansparency masters of appropriate charts pictures or illustrations
on white paper); and tests for measuring students; accomplishment

of specific, objectives (on yellow'paper) With answer sheets (on pink
paper).



ED 3;17'503

pahr,- G.

A to Z' TeacnIng Activities for consumer.Education

:
1975 ppp
EDRS price HY $0.83- HC $2.06 plus postage

Component - Activities ( ) most of which are self-contained.

Status - Suggestions to teacher for student acitvities which need to have
details added and student guidesheets prepared.

Materials -.Simple materials used many 'of which are obtained by students.

'Mode - Interview, programmed instruction, environment, laboratory, discussion.

Context - General contexts With some sociology, physiology, psychology.

Target - Grades 6-12.

Themes - a - A

b -
c

d.- consumerism, _energy supply

Most of these activities are intended for
a total clas-s.

mUltaneous doing by

One work was selected for each letter of the alphabet and used to
, develop a learning activity for teachin. consumer education at the high

school level. In addition to the work on which the acitvity is based,
other words for each letter are listed which may suggest activities. Ten
of-the sheets are designed-to be duplicated for student use. The others
contain specific suggestionsdirected to teachers.for classroom activities
or improvement and enrichment of instruction. The activities and sugges-
tions include a side range of subject areas and skills such as language
arts, mathematics, and social studies. Most of.the activities.are des-
cribed in one-page presentations; the section on the letter "R ", how-
ever is an ZZ-page presentation an'resource'units illustrating4lifferr

.ent kinds of units thrbugh three sample topice energy,. auto repairand
inflation.

44,
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Consumer Edimaion
Nevada Syte Dept. of rgan City
1971 02pp

EDRS / price MF $0.83 HC $11.37, plus postage

Components - Composed of short "units" (12) of about one week duration.
Each "unit" includes ,list of"conceptsylearning , and
"resources ".

Status - Since these are addressed to teachers,
Must be prepared.

U ,

Materials - Reading matter only

Mode - Reading, discussion, survey .._slides, report preparation, simulation .

Context - General, techn4ogy, (social studies)
N.

artier guildesheetg'

Target - Grades 3-10.

Themes - a -
b - controlling variables

1c' -

.411-f3 - consumerism, decision making

*
The curriculums guide is intended at a source help teachers plan

conswner education classes in Nevada, from junio igh school through the
adult level. Developed for a semester .(18 weeks) separate-course .of
study, using individual or group instruction, the g 'de may be expanded
to meet the needs of a full year. Each unit can be taught--as an individ-
ual course ors integrated within other courses. Some sample lesson plans;
developed by teachers involved in the pilot testing are included. Unit
outlines present overall objectives, concepts, learning activities, and
resources; and include: consumer in our society; consumer decision making,
with sample lesson plan; family transportation, with sample lesson plan; 1

health care and services; buying protection, with sample lesson plan;
savings and, investments; conswner protection, with sample lesson plan; a
home for your family; furnishing 'and equipment for the home; and leisure
time and recreation. The extehsinve resouecelist included; books;
government'and-organizational publications, including visuals; periddicali-
mailing lists; organitations providing current conswner information;
and local, *State and Federal agencies.

'1
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Spitze, H. and others

.

Teaching Aids for Consumer and Homemaking Program
. University of Illinois, Urbana
1972 153pp
EDRS price MF $0.83 HC $8.69 : plus postage

ED 117 541, '

7

Components - Contains a mixture of consumer based games and activities
.(13) and assorted reNdings froraiudents at about fourth grade level.. Most
are in the form of directions to teachers. Bibliography and listini of
sets.

S

Status - Readings are classroom ready. Games require preparation of
special materials and guide sheets.' Activities require guidesheets. ;

Materials - enerally simple materials but occasionally special equipment.
such as a cam ra.

Mode - Game, discussion. .

'Context- General, economics, sociology (social studies)

4

Target, - Grades 5-9

Themes - a - energy

o

? 1c_. 1..,,

cLk- cbAsumeri m, pollution'
.. ,

, vy
,

N.

She. -volume 66n'idens instructional materials for high school consumer
... .....

. educa ctasse. The materials=pere produced at a workshop and were
desi - introdu4 exeteTent and enjoyment in the lea. zing procesS
and to e e the, slowneader., Thejirst section contains an intrpduction -.
to bimulations and games inConsuker education and descriptions of

iA'h%

teaching achniques develdpedsin e,dorkshop, the second section begins
with Cr stegement of consumer edyca 'on and.theliteracy Problem and con-:
tinues with a 191 -item annotated bZiography (with, subject index) of lop
reading level materials, The annotAtione,.rincludegrade Zeveb;'ost,
length, source; and comments aboutgp,Vents. The .remainder of the'
volume provides exanples'of lot.readthg Ze-OeZ,materials with suggestions
for classroom use, produced by teachers n the oorkshop. The selections
include stories; skits; essays; letters, oetry, an? textbook style prose.
The authors' tried to make the writi crete.and personal, adylt in
interest but simple in sentence stry Lure and'vocabulary at Ora-third to
fifth grade reading level. Particip. is at 402'6-workshop are listed and

. their names also accompany their con 'butidns thrbughQut the volume.
.1 7 .

o .
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Vitale,
1

Outdoor F ducation Guide-HaAbook
Waukesa (Wisconsin) Public Schools
1975 8Opp, ! .

EMS $0,83 MF HC $4.67 plus postage

ED 118 342

AmoComponents - A
e
series of activities using outdoor res and addressed

to teacher along with a few worksheets for Students.
. /

Status - Much is classroom read5r:although guidesheets ne ld for specific:
themes.

Materials - Usual outdoor equipment, one or two LaS-AidS kits, jlacroscope.

Mode - Reading, laboratory, enyironment, slides', discussion.

'e

Context-- Botany, chemistry, Zoology geography, (Mathematics),
4.1

Target - Grades 6-10

Themes - a - perception, popu ation
b measuripq, obser ing, interpreting data
c trees,'wind
d - finding ones way, airlDollution, water pollution

Designed by the. Waukesha Public Schools (Wisconsin) specific. Zy
for an elementary level three-day camping trip at Camp PgarktomLak
this outdoor education guide'presents some activities which sugges
adaption. .Activity'directions-plans,,wcirksheets,-evaluation sheets
and illustrations arepYvsentedin sequeitial order fol, the followi
disciplines which, by design, frequently'overlap; () Mathematics -(ac -
tivities involving measurement of height, distaflce,-hills, triangles)
(2) Social Studies (activities involving map and compass skills via us
df a compass trail) (3) Science (scientific observation using,a,.,
micro trail approach, observation tools,,and sensory skills); (g) 0
Language Arts (an activity Progreskng'from meditation to creative *

writing including discussions, sketching, water cotor painting, pan-
tomiming, and poetry); (5) Physical Education (frisbee toss, run and
summersault, relay, enduranceArace, football throw, leapfrog, kick-
ball and tug of war). ,Indicdtive o the variety of activities presented
'.are (1) a candlelight ceremony design ,to offer students opportunity .

to express a "gut" feeling to tlze.goru ; (2) a section on water pollution
testing (chemical analysis, filmstrip and questions); (3) a guide to'' /

making a "friendship stick" (emphasis on symbolic significance)t Also in-
cluded are a'46-item awareness, test and the necesilary'school fdrms 'for
such an outing.

r.
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Recydling Technology: Can It Be Tavght?
1974 2Opp
EDRS price $0.83 MF HC $1.67 *plus postage

,
ED 118 400
ow

Components - An essay containing a godd outline of the technicakand
ecnomical considerations,associated With recycling of various materials.
Also a list of spedific,reports written by students.

Status - Can be used as a source of ideas for modules as well as for
designing a whole unit. Guidesheets.needed.

Materials - Library

- Mode - Report writing, survey

Itbntext - Technology, economics, chemistry, physics

.c

Target - Although intended for college level could\be used at(grades
10-12 with appropilatg objectives.

Themes - a

c

d

cycle
interpreting data

"recycling, materials
technological impact

conservation, re5purtts usage,

Thisrpaper describes the content of a seminar -type engineering
course dealing with,imdteriaTs reutinz*ion (recycling): The course,

w consisting of lecture and discussion by vpritous faculty and outside
experts as well as student presentations of research papers-on re-'
cycling topics, is intended to investigate current s in which re-
cycling of materiqls appears feasible. SubjeCts chosen e investigated
are examined as 0 the.chemistry and physics involved in the rehcling
process, through a materials science and process engineerigg viewpoint;
and concerning the economicssfthe situation. It is indAttted that
this slight modification of the curriculum in metallurgy to recognize,
future concerns in the area of materials reutilization will allay the

.----Tieed for entirely pi; Rerdms to deal with the problem..

: ,

'4...,
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ED 118-428

Social Studies Resource Supplemental to the Consumer Education
, Curriculum Guide for Ohio "
Ohio State Dept. of Education, 0.4.141Mbus
1971 103pp
EDRS price MF $0.83 HC $6.01 plus postage

Components -.Contains a listingof a2tivitieq some of 'which involve
processes of science. Also contains "student handouts" which are short
reading texts.

Status - Guidesheets needed although many of the activities are essentially
classroom ready..

"2IPr--

Materials - Library, reading selections, some easily prepared worksheets.

Mode - Reading, discussion, environment, simulation.
A

Context - Sociology, psychology (social studies)

Target - Grades 8-12

Themes - a - model,system, perception.
b - inferring, interpreting data

V-

c -

d - consumerism, technological impact, decision making, addiction

The active involvement of students inn a study of the customs,
traditions and institutionalized.way society has organized to Oeserve
economic stability is the goal of-this,consumeredhcation teaahiiig guide
Designed for the use of social studies teachers, units are devoted to the
.studies of : (1) the economic system;,(2) income,procurement; (3) consumer
behavior determinants; (4) consumer alternatives;-(5) roles, rights and
(cisponsibilities; and (6) -community resources. For each unit, specific
topica;.objectiAres,student activities, and resource materials are
suggesfed.

7,
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ED 118 430

Kowalski;

Consumer E cation in'the Science Curriculum
New Jersey State Dept. of Education, Trenton
1972 3Opp
EDRS price MF $0.83 HC $2.06 plus postage

0

Components - Contains a generalized outline of science related consumer
education -unit with several specific suggestions for kinds of activities.
Ore specific unit,o'ShampoosP is outlined 'with some specific tests And
reporting form.

Status - Additional' modules needed-to make "Shardpoon, unit complete. Guide-
sheets needed. Almost total development required for other units fol=
lowing the <model given.

Materials - Standard laboratory equipment

Mode -.7 Laboratory, discussion, problem solvi ilg

Context - Chemistry, physics, technology

Target,- Grades 8-12

Theme - a -
a b - interpreting data

c - hair, shampoo
d - consumerism, rating consumer'products

In this monograph, the implementation Of consumer education -topics
into the science curriculum of secondary schools is advocated. Not only
is the need fbr such activities explained, but several suggested in
structional topics'are prozlided. One area of recoMmendbdostudy is' that
of product comparison. A model outline'of operation is provided, along
with an example involving comparions of shampoos.

55.
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Products Liability - Engineering
University of Wisconsin, Madison
1975 14pp
EDRS price MF $0.83 HC $1.67

and the Law

11.

Components - ',essay dealing with
of manufactuurs, etc. who produce

Status - a,Guidesheet needed to relate to unit theme.

plus postage

ED 11£1. 441

406

the problem of legal responsibilities,'
goods-for publ1c use.

Materials - None

Mode\--Reading

Context - Technology

Target - Grades 942

Themes -
b

d - technological impact

(social-studies)
. I

The fundameltals of products :liability law are provided to aifthe
engineei and engineering student in the design and manufacture of pro-
ducts that are not only safe but also in harmonywith the demands of ,the
law.

-J

,-
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ED 118 447

Hirschhorn, J. and others
Classroom Demonstrations in Materials Sciences/Engineering.
University of Wisconsin, Madison
1975 llpp
EDRS price $0.83 MF HC $1.67 plus postage

compownts - A series of,brief descriptions of emonstrations dealing
with physical properties of various materials.

Status - Each could be worked up into an open-endedOlaboratory or
expanded into a demonstration activity from tl3e suggestions .given.
'Guidesheets needed.

Materials -..Simple materials plus standard physics apparatus. Atomic
and molecular models.

'4t

Mode Demonstration discussion (laboratory.could be developed)
\\

Conte3R:=-Tachnology, physics, dhamistry

Target - Grades 7-12

Themes - a - force, model, energy

- measuring, hypothesizing, interpreting data
c - metals, light
d - appropriate materials, corro*ionAI

a Contains. an extremely useful demonstration on the effects of heat
treating steel (ie a paper clip)

Examples are given of demonstrations used at the University )f
Wisconsin in a materials science course for nontechnical students.
Topics include crystal models, thermal properties, light, and corrosion.

o
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ED 118 815

Consumerism: Life Centered Curr culum Program
Syracupe (New York)City School Dttrict
1974 168pp
EDRS price $0.83 MF HC $8.69 plus postage

Components - Contains about 80 "student activity" gheet grouped into
five "objective" areas

Status - Most activity .sheets are classroom ready

Materials - None
t.

.

Ob' Mode - Discussion, prob em solving, environment interpreting data,
simulation '' .

is .

; ,

Context - Psychblogy (mithematics, social studies)

Target - Grades 4-9

Themes - a - perception
b - interpreting ata
c - advertising

- d - consumerism, d cision making, natural resources

°

The mid-intermediate eZ mentary level curriculum guide on consumer-
ism is designed to help stud nts'better define their own value system,
develop-an improved 'decision- aking procedure, evaluate alternatives in
the marketplace, and underst their consumer ,rights and responsibiti-
ties. The guide contains five sections related to five major object-
ives: to develop an understanding of the term "consumerism", to pro-
vide self evaluation orconsumer experiences, to understand the his-
torical developments thcit led to the consumer movement,, to Understand
Consumer rights and responsibilities, and to recognize consumer abuse
and learn the process of registering complaints. Large group strategies,
small group strategies, and student activity sheets are included for
each of the five subsections.. Several teacher information sheets also
are included. Some of the topics covered are: freshness codes, ad-
vertisments, recycling, checking container information, installment
buying, consumer protection laws, guarantees, contracts,. and the City
of Syracuse Consumer Affairs Unit. A behavior inventory and simulation
activities are provided.

I
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ED 119 946

.Stapp, W. and D. Cox . r.

EnvironMental Education Activities Manual: Book 3
1974 150pp
D. A. Cox, 30808 Lamar, Farmington Hills, MI 48024 qsoldsonly as a
set of.six books $10.00).
,EDRS price MF- $0.83- plus postage

Components - Contains a great variety of activities including specific
and detailed objectives, procedures, etc. atidressed to teachers. Most
intended for teacher directed class-groups and require one to six days.

Status - ftudent guidesheets need to be developed for.dach activity;
Could be individualized by proper adaptation.

Materials - Most.simplp and easy to obtain. Some specialized equipment
such as a camera is, needed for certain activities. Some materials to
be specially prepared prior to activity.

Mode - Enviro ent, laboratory; film, discussion, fiseid trip, problem
solving. 0

e ..,

"Context - Ecology, technoloby, zoology, bo any

Target - Grades 3-5

Themes - a - population; system, interactio

b - interpreting data, observing, -asuring
c population, pond, stream, growt
d'- technological impact,- decision caking, resources usage,

consumerism, land use, water po lution, solid waste, air,
pollution

Tt

4/

This activities book for the middle elementary grades is the third
book of a series of six books designed to prom, developmental K-12
experiences designed to support the basic enviro vental philosophy of

,spaceship earth presented in Book I. The aims of the four activity
sections of this'book are to aid in developing st ents to make them
more sensitive to their environment, able to recog ize problems, reach
a sophistication in using problem solving skkle, d.inciined to par-

_

ticipate in actimeaCtivities to deal with envircinm ntaZ problems. The
ConceprDeve0PROWActivities Section was.develope to assist teachers
in assisting students to further their underptandin of major concepts
bdsic to the development of an environmentally Zite te citizenry.
These. concepts are: ecosystem, Topulaiion, economics d technology,
'environmental decisions, and environmenta9thics. e SkiZZ Developing
Activities Section identifies eight skills as being e entiaZ to the
environmental problem solving process. Fors each of the eight skiAld,
skill d;veloping activities have been dePigned. The V Zues Clarifi-
cation Activities Section bontains sample strategies t t teachers have
found helpful is assisting'students to clarify their va ues regarding
environmental issues. The Environmental Encounters ActI ities Section
contains a series of school- community environmental problem solving

.

'activities.ftctivsea.

9
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,ED 119 947

Stapp, W. and D. Cox
Environmental Education Activities Manual: Book 4
1974 f69pp
D. A. Cox, 30808 Lamar, Farmington Hills, MI 48024 (sold only as a
set of six books $10.00)
EDRS MF $0.83 ,plus postage

4
f

Components - Conte' s agreat variety of activities including specific)*
and detailed objectives, procedures, etc. addresped to teachers. Most
intended for teacher directed oldss groups and require one to six days.

Status - Student guidesheets need to be developed for each activity.
'Could be individualized by proper adaptation.'

elet

Materials - Most simpl nd easy to obtain. Some specialized equipment
such as-a camera is h for certain activities. Some materials to
be specially prepar. rior to activity.

.
..

Mode - Laboratory, environment, problem solving, discussion, game, data
bank, field trip, survey, film, slides

Context - Ecology, botany, sociology, technology, psychology

V
Target - Grades 4-6

Themes - a - energy4 system, population, quantification
b - measuring, observing, 'interpreting data
c - population

d - energy conservation, resource usage, solid waste, sound
pollution, dgcision making, futurism

This activities book for the upper element grades is the
fourth book of a series of six books designed ,to p ovide developmental
K-12 experiences designed to4oupport the basic envi onmental philoso-
phy of spaceship earth presented in Book 1. The aims of the four act -
ivity Sections'of this book are to aid in developing students to make
them more sensitive to their environment, able to recognize problems,
reach a sophiatiCation in using problem tolving skills, and inclined
to participate in action activitiesto deal with environmental prob-
lems. The-Concept Development Activities Section was developed to
assist teachers inassisting students to further their understanding
of major concepts basic to the development. of literate citizenry.

,These concepts are: ecosystem, populatton, economics and technology,
environmental decisions, and environmental ethics. The Skill Developing
Activities Section identifies eight skills as being essential to the
environmental problem solving process. For.each of the eight skills,
ski// developing activities have been designed. The Values Clarifi-
cation Activities Section contains sample strategies that teachers
have found helpful in assisting students to clarify- their values
regarding environmental issues. The EnvironmentatEncounters,6cti-
vities Section contains a series of school-community environmental

. problem solving activities. a
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ED 119 948

Stapp, W. and D. 'Cox . 4

Environmental Education Activities Manual: -Book 5
1974 199pp

vf
D. A. Cox, 30808 Lamar, Farmington Hills, MI 48024 (sold only as a
-set of Six books $10.00,)
EDRS price MF $0.83 plus postage

Components - Contains a great variety of activities including specific
and detailed objectives, procedures, etc. addressed to teachers. Most .

intended for teacher directed.16fass gioups and require one to. six days.

Status - Student guidesheets need to be developed for each activity.
Could be individualized by proper Adapttation.

1

Materials - Most simple and easy to obtain. Some specialized equipment
such as a camera'is needed for certain activities. Some materials to
be specially prepared prior to Activity.

Mode - Discussion, slirmkix, environment, simulation

Context - Psychology, technology, ecology,'botany, zool9gy,geology

Target - Grades 6-9 ir

'Themes - a - popultaion
b--Rterpreting data
c - population, growth
d -%decision making, resources usage, futurism, energy conser-

vation, technological impact.

..,

This activities book for the junior,high level s the fifth boOk
of a series of six books designed to provide developiental K-12 exper-
iences designed to, suppoit the basic environmental p ilosapha/of space-
ship earth presented in Book 1. The aims of the,, four actiy sec-
tions of this book are to aid in developing students to make them more
sensitive to their environment, able to recognize problems, 'reach a
sophistic&tion in using problem solving skills, and inclined to par-
'ticipate-in action activities to deal with environmental problems.
The Concept Development Activities section was developed to assist
teachers is.assisting students to further their unders,tanding,of'...

major concepts basic...to the development of an environmentally literate
citizenly. Tht ese concepts ar'e.ecosystem, population; economics and
technology, environmental decisions, and environmental ethics.. The
Skill DeveZoping Activities Section identifies eight skills as being

,

essential to the environmental problem solving process. For each of.the
eight skills, skill deVeloping,activites hav6 been designed. The
Values Clarification Activities Section contains sample strategies
(that teachers have found helpful in assisting students to clarify
thei' values regarding.environmental issues. The Environmental En-
counters Activities Section contain& a series of school -Comunity
environmental problem solving activities..

a
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Stapp, W. and D. Cox
Environmental" Education
1974 21115p

D. A. Cox, 30808 Tamar,
set of sex books $10.

,ED 119 949

Activities Manual: Book 6

Farmington Hills, MI 48024' (sold'only as a
Od)

EDRS pride MF $0.83 plus postage '

Components - Contains a great variety of activities including,Specific,
and detalledobjectives, procedure, etc. addressed to teachers. Most
intended for teacher, directed class groupb6nd require one,to six days.

Status - Student guidesheets need to be developed for each activity.
Could be individuali,zed by proper adaptation.'

Materials - Most simple and easy to obtain. Some specialized equipMent
such as a camera is needed for certain activities. Some materials
be siAaally prepared prior to activity.

Mode - Environment, simulation, discussion, data ball: laboratory

Context - Ecology, technology, sodiology, economics

Target - Grades 7-12

Themes,=*A dales, system, eqUilibriuM
b - ;:interpreting data

c -1opulatior*
d pollutionl sound pollution, noise pollution, technological

:;fimpact, transibrtation, solid waste, futuriSm, energy sources.

.

This aciivities book `for the senior., high school .level is the sixth

. .

1 'book of a's4ies of six bor depi,ned to provide developmental K-I2
experwnces *signed to su ort the baisc environmental philosophy of.r.,,,

-,,

spaceship eaith presented in Book I. The aims of the four activity
sections of this book are to aid in developing students to make them
more sensiti4e to their environment, able to recognize problems, rez1h
a sophistication in using problem solving skills, and inclined to
participate in action activities to deal with environmental problems.
The Copcept Development Activities Section was developed to assist
teacherq in assisting students to further their understanding of major
concepts basic to the development of an environmentally literate
citizenry. These concepts are: ecosystem, population,., economics,
and technology, environmental decisions.and environmental ethics. The
Skill Developing ACtivfties Section identifies eight skills, .skill
developing activities have been designed. The Values Clarification
Activities Section contains sample strategies that teachers have found
helpful in assisting students to clarify their values regarding en-
vtironalental ipsues. The Environmental Encounters Activities Section
contains a series of school-community environmental problem solving
activities.

62
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ED 119 960

Elementary Environmental Learning Packet K-3
(USOE) Brevard County School Board, Cocoa, Florida
1975 135pp
EDRS. pricer MF. $0.83 HC $8.69 plus postage

Components -Contains "student cards" (53) describing activities and
addressed to teachers. Also includes references for each activity.

Status - Student guidesheets need to be developed)

Materials - Varies from none to simple prepared materials

Mode
r
Discussion, prepare a visual, reading

Context - Zoology, ecology, .entomology, geology, botany, sociology,
ethology, (art, social, studies)

Target - Although intended for grades K-3 the activities could be .used
up to grade 5. .

Themes - a - chanp,.inteaction, cycle
b -.inferring, predicting
c - sand, tees, water, soil
d - food supply, pesticides, solid waste, recycling, endangered

species tyt,

This environmental education prograi consists of two Avels;
pri<mary and intermediate. The material in this publication encom-
passes the primary. level; -Theearning mdterials are activity-based
and incorporate process' and subject area skills with knowledge and
concern for the environment. The program is also interdisciplinary
including activities and skills from art, language arts, mathematics,
music, science, and,soctal s flies. The activities in this.primary
set center on sensory awaren ss,,basic ecological' concepts, and dev-
eloping positive attitudes oward the environment. The materials
consist of student activi y cards, student information cards, and the

o teachers guide. 'Each activity card introduces the environmental.
concept and lists activities and an informal evaluation. The cards
are non-graded and non-sequential. The teacher's guide contains
'olvrigll teaching suggestions and suggestions by card. It also in-
cluded references for each card and four indexes on subject,,subject
area and process skills information cards, and outdoor activities.
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ED 119 961

Elementary Environmental Learning Packet Grades 4 -6
(USOE) Brevard County School Board, CoCoa Florida
1975 163pp
EDRS price $0.83 HC"$8:69 plus postage

Components'- Contains "student cards" (54) which are actually addressed
to teacheis. A list of resources for each activity is included.

Status - "Student cards" need to be rewritten so as.to be addressed to
students although they could be used as-is with student interpretation.
Some activities need to be modified to-tit local situations and to be
more specific.

.

Materials - Requirements range'from nothing to simple prepared materials
to standard laboratory apparatus such as microscopes.

Mode - Discussion, ,,reading, environment

Context - Botany, chemistry, physics, zoology, ecology

(language arts, mathematics)

Target - Grades 4-8

Themes - a - change, interaction, population

b - measuring, classifying
c - plants, soil, water, population
d .-: land use, survival,.housing, water supply, solid waste,

population, air pollution, transportation, energy con-
/

servation, soundpollution

This environmental education program consists of two levels; pri-
A

mary and intermediate. The material in this publication encompasses the
intermediate level: The learning materials are acti,vity-based andooin-

,

corporate process and subject area skills with knowledge and concern for
the environment. The program is ale() interdidciplinary including act-
ivities aad skills from art,"Ianguage arts!, mathematics, music; science,
and sociaZ studies. Tice activities in this,intermediate set center on
exploration of the environment, identifying and solving environmental
problems, and developing positive attitudes toward the environment.
The materials consist oftUdent activity cards, student informatin Cards
and the teacher' guide. Each activity card lists the environmental'
problem, suggestions for investigating the problem, anoiian informal
evaluation. The cards 'are non-graded and.non-sequention. The teachers
guide contains overall teaching suggestions and suggestions by card. It
also includes references for each card and four indexes on subject,
subject area and process skills?, information cards, and outdoor activities.
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IBemissj C. .
.

Aan's Impact on the EnV(ronment: The Barrier Beach as an Ecosxstem.
Brevard CountySchool Board, Cocoa, Florida
1975 134pp ,

,%,

EDRS price MF $0.83 HC $7.35 ;: _plus poseago

%

ED )19 962

".Components - A sequential set Of learning activities that flOcus on
aylorida barrier beach and associated problems. Activity generating

Itguestions and plans for using with students are directed to teacher:
Over 60 pages of textual material.

Status - Individual guidespeelts needed and local adaptions made. Could

Materills -

'serve as framework for a total unit.

Essentially self contained.. A few specially prepared' ic-pic-
tures slides required:

- ,

Mode Discussion,%leeading, slides,film

Context -*Geology, ecology, technology 1

k
Target - Grades 9-12

Themes,- a - equilibrium, system, change
V - predicting T

c - sand, beach
'

d.- technological impact, natural resources

None of the activities involve concrete eXperienceswith the beach.

This env ironmental educhtion program emphasizes the cause and effect
of change in a barrier beach ecosystem with special attention given to
man and his role in environmental change. Concepts are employed from

-th9 natural and social sciences to investigate environmental problems-
Thiuhits are designed around these questions: (1) /What is an ecosystem?;
(2) What is a description of the ecosystem being investigated?; (3) What
are some of the biotic and abiotic features of,the ecosystem and how do,
these features interrelate?;,(4) Where are some specific locations of
the ecosystem being investigated? (5) What biotic and abiotic featured%
in the ecosystem have chghged and are undergoing` change ?; (6) What are)
the natural factors causfngichange in the ecosystem on the ecosystem ,/
and how have they been brought about; (8) What are the results of the
changes?; 9) What if any, new changes are needed in the ecosystem?; and
(10) Ho*, might these needed changes to_the ecosystem be brought about?
The unittare inquiry orlVntedand contain-learning activities, resources
evaluation techhiques, andwteacher suggestions for impleMeniation of
the program. Readings, maps, and other handouts are given for learner
use. glides with descriptions are included.
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Bemiss,

Man's Impact on the Enviionment: The City as an,tEcosystem
Brevard County School Board, Cocoa, Florida
1975 180pp
ERRS price MF $0.83 (FIX $ 10.03 plus postage

ED 119 963

. e,

Com2onentd - Alliequential set of learning activities that focus on the
city. Q4stions for study and objectives ai.e addressed to teacher. Much
textual material.

Status - Local adaptations needed to include concrete'eXPerience. Guide-
sheets needed. Might server an idea base for a total unit. '

Materials - None

Mode - Reading, discussion slides? film

Cntext - Technology

Target - Grades 9-12

Themes - a - equilibrium, system
lb - predicting

c - city, growth

d - air pollutidn, noise pollution, solid wastes, futurism

This environmental education prograeemphsizes the cause knd effect
of change in a bity ecosystem with special attention given to man aid'
his role in environmental change. Concept& are employed from the natural
and social sciences to investigate environmental change. Concepts are .

employed from tba naturat'avd social sciences to investigate environmental
problems. Unit activities are inquiry oriented and answer these questions:
(1) What is an ecosysteml; (2) What is a description of the ecosystem
being investigated?; (3) What are some of the biotio'and abiotib fea-
tures of the ecosystem a0 how do these features interrlate? (4) where
are some srrecific locatiOns of the ecosystem being investigated'; (5) What
biotic and abiotic features in the ecosystem have changed and are.under-
going change?; (6) What are the natural factors causing change in the
ecosystem -and how have they been changed?;. (7) What are the man-made
factors causing change in the ecosystem dnd how have they been brought
about?; (.8). What are the resUZt of the changes?; (9) What, is any,
new changes are needed in the ecosystem?; and (10) How might these need-
ed changes to the ecosystem be bAght about? Questions 5 -10 are de-
signed into a role-playing simulation game. The guide also contains
readings; maps and other handouts, resources, evaluation techniques
and teacher suggestions for.progran implementation. Slides with des-
criptions are included.
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ED 120 348

Zupfer, J. and*hers
Career Related Science Units
Roseville (Minnesota) Area School District
1973 395pp . I

EDRS price MF $0.83 HC $20.75 plus postage

a

Components -,Contains 89 activity guides ("modules") addressed to ind-
ividual students. Each guide is self'contained, accompanied by da short
"teacher stapplem9nt",, and includes a "preteand,prerequisites".
ities run from one day to two weeks.

Status - Many if not most of the guides are*classroom ready. Modified
guidesheets may be needed for local use..

Materials - Standard junior high science equipment plus some specialized
.

lind-relatively expensive theings for certain activities.

Mode - Laboratory!, reading, problem solving, survey

Context -,Botany,,genetics, technoloby, physics, chemistry, electron-its,
zoology,'physiology, psychology, sociology

Target - Grades 7.012

Themes -111111-ssystem, ehergyntergction, cause-e Act, perceAtion,
population, cycle

b - measuring, controlling variables,-cl tifying, commt,Inicating,
interpreting data,

c - soil, plants, ponds, water, .hair
d - food

.

supply; delltifying people,"eon0gMerir7..,corrosion,
nutrition, r ioactivity, heatth

- Some of the acitvSties are very feasible and ve a high interest
potential for students. Others may be too diffictlt, r'eqUire complex
material, ore otherwise lack-/feasability.

The document is comprised of 91 career-related science module# for
junior high school students. ,indexed by the learning activity's title
and cross-referenced by occupation. The module8 are intended for use in
an individualized science program, either as an ongoing Curriculum
supplement or as a discrete unit. -Integrated withthe presentation of
scientific theory, knowledge; and skills are information on applications
in work settings and on employment opportunitieb_in science and other
fields. roblem-solving and science learnings relevant to students'
practical, daily needeare.emphaqized. The module format, an illus -\
trated worksheet, includes;1itte, cluster occupation, prerequisites,
objectives, equipment, procedure, data and results, evaluation, an4
teacher supplement. Most of the modules were desigized to be completed e

during a 50 minute peridd, with eqaipment which can be stored in a
small container. An introductin orients the objectives, relates the
goals and objectives'of the career- science program, and specifies the
science processes and,skills which are developed in the modules. Al-
ternative methods for using the modules are suggested; and a ,student
introduction ie provided. Tie modules are heavily'biased toward trad-
itional sex rolag; no racial 'minorities aro pictured in the illustrations.

a
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ED 120 426

Principles of Pesticide'Use, Handlin4, and Application
(EPA) Ellia Aspociates, Inc., College-I) rk Maryland
1976 329ipp

111 EDRS price °$0.83 HC $18.07 plus pos age.

I

0

*

.

Components - ConIains extual in. the form op infor tion sheets, which are
short Phra'se foktual.ou neg, overheat project s and assignment sheets,
grouped5(eleven units. ressed to studentss mainly. b.am: ,

. .

Status J Could be used as-is however, gigassheets will make more effective.
.

Materials -*None

'Mode - "Lecture, discussion, problem solving
.

Context - Ecology, botany, Atomology,°zoololly, chemistry

Target -
Grades 10-12

Themes - a - system " ,
).

fp - intekpreti
1

g data
1,

c - insects
. .

d - `pesticides, insect damage, food supply, consumerism,
weeds , . ...--

The training package ig designed to'present the basic principles
of pesticide use, handling, and application. Included in this package
is information on Federal laws and regulations, personal safety, environ-
'Prien*at implications, storage and disposal considerations, proper applica-
tion procedures, and fundamentals of pest management. Successful com-
pletion of these training modules will equip the.studen}t with the basic
requirements for private applicator pesticide certification as identified'
by Federal laws. The /I trainingfmodules cover the following areas: an
introduction; pests.; environmental protection; pesticides, labels and
labeling; personal safetysand-firsit aid; safety 'before, during, and '

following application. ormulation and application; equipment and its use;
disposal and storag', and recordkeeping and liability. gach tnit 'is
planned for one. or more lesSon or class period and includes behavioral
objectives, suggested 'activities for teacher and stude0, information'
sheets, assignments sheets, visualalSi tests and test16iswers.

ti
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ED 121 565

p Bennett, D. and,W. Willink
-

Environmental Education Teachers Guide - Hip.Schdol:
(USOE) Maine Environmental Education Project, Yarmouth.,
1974 148pp :

Majne Environmental Eduction Project,, Intermediate School, Yarmouth
ME 04096 Free

EDRS price ME $0.83 HC $7.35 PAR postage

Components - Contains background information objective's and activities.
gxlippedin six parts. Most activities last one class period. "Ad-
dressed to teachers and set in the context of Maine.

Status - Needs to be adapted to the local sitUation dnd guidesheets
prepared.

Materials - Mainly-simple readily available materiald'altbough a
special film and prepared slides are require, for some activities.

Mode'-.Discussion, survey, film, lectie, simulation, reading

Context - Ecology, technology

Target - Grades 9-12

Therges - a -

b
. c - .°

d - land use ,/..
.71

eie simulation involving a community decision making process on, _

. .

a land, use issue is an espeCially good model which can be adapted. ...

O p

This Envirionmentdl Education IleaCher's Guide is designed for use
,with the Maine Land-Use Challenge, a mini-c se designed for` use'in
the secondary schools. The mini-course it if grew out of 'a day -long
land-use conference in Z97Z, sponsored by he Allagash Institute, in the
coastal town of Phippsburg, Maine. The conference was filmed and ed-
ited against the background of the Thippsburg penisula, into a 30-
minute sound and colorifilm, MAINELAND, which serves as the basis for
this unit of study. ,The major goal of this mini-course is to help -

students acquire an understanding of the need fegi, land-use planning and
to kelp them acquire the motivation and ability to participate,in sound,
land-use decision making. The guide is divided into six parts: Land=
Use Values ClarificationijThe History of Land-Use; a Community Land-Use
Case Study (slide presentation); Simulation of a"Qommunity Land-Use
Yssia; Follow-up Considerations; and Selected Bibliography. The Ap-
pendices include; pre-and post-tests, MAINELAND film outline, a.Community
survey, and charts. '
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_ Bennett4=-D.' and W. Killbink

ED 121 566

environmental Education Teacherd!"Guide, Junior High School'
(USDE) Maine Environmental Education project, Yarmouth
1975 75pp

1
,

MailleEnvironmental Education PrOjecp, Intermediate School District,
ME 04096 Free

/.
r.:4 AEDRS price $0.83 HC $3.50 aolus postage '

:

Components - Contains five "6oreactivitles",each of which would re-
quire 1-3 h2urs of time. Deals ;with a specific and typical Maine
situation, addressed to teacheri.

.

Status = Although some of the data tables and guidg'are ready for usei,'
adaptation is 'needed for the local, situation and gilidesheets made.

Materials - Simple and readily available plus three slide sets and a
few overhead'projecturals which'need to be' made locally.

3-
Mode Discussion, lecture, environment,-problem solving

Context - Ecolboy, geology

Target - Grades 7-10 . -

Themes = a - system, population'

b - interpreting data, communicating
c - woods
d - water supply, land use

This Environmental Education Tea r's Guide, developed for. use
in the junior high schools, is designe to familiarize teachers with
4Low an environmental education program can etp..).in their teaching and
in achieving the goals of the schoolre The suggested core activites in
this guide are designed to be a motivating way of introducing junior
high school students to a practical understanding of the natural environ-
ment. The activities focus on those factors important in evlauating r-
the stability of natural ecosystems and thereby identify areas sensitive
to human development. The practicality of the unit is enhanced by the
application of stability concepts in the content of &watershed, The
_activities have been devised to develop specific understandings, - feelings,

-awl skills are identified and a pre-post test is included to help. the,
teacher assess educational outcomes.

4
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-ED 121 567 .

Bennett, D. and W. Willink

Environmental Education Teachers, Guide, Junibr High School
(USOE) M:aine Environmental Education Project, Yarmouth
1975 64pp

-Maine Environmental Education Project, Intermediate Schobl, Yarmouth
ME -04096 Free

EDRS price $0.83 HC -$3.50 plus pOstage
Components - Contains five "core activities" eadh of which would re-
quire 1-3 class periods and organized around theme of land use, In-

/
cludes a test. Data is based on the town of Yarmouth, Maine.

Status - Some worksheets are ready for use although gtidesheets would
help. Also the activities would ideally be adaptdd by using a local site.

Materials - Simple materials although slides and overhead projecturals
N
need to be prepared ahead of time.

Mode - Discussion, problem' solving

Context - Ecology geology

Target - Grades 7-10

Themes -
b z classifying
c -
d - land use

.

This Environmental Education Teacher' Guide, developed for use in
the junior high'school, is designed to familiarize, teachers with how an -

environmental education. program can help in their teaching and in achieve-_
ing the goals of the school. The suggested core activities in this
guide are designed to be a motivating way of introducting junior high
school students to a practical understanding of the human-environment. ,

>The activities focus on those factor? important in evaluating the com-
patibility of Zand uses with each other and with the natural environment.

, The practicality of the unit is enhanced by the application of facts ands':
. -concepts to a developed river corridor. The activities. have been devised

. to develop Specific understandings, feelings, and skills. Basic con-
. . cepfg,.attitudes objectives, and skills are identified and a pre-post

test is included to help the teacher assess educational outcomes.

3
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Orj.entation to Bicycles
Consumer Product Safety
1978- 75pp
EDRS price $0.83

Components - This cons
the bicycle fnd its pa
answers to recall ques

Status -.0Classroom ready. Could-be used as a source of ideas and
related modUles for'a unit on "Bicycles".,

Materials 'None

ED 121 950

go

- Workbook
Commission, Washington

HC $3.50 plus postage

4ns a systematic though brief tintrodUction to
is which is purely descriptive. Spaces for
ions at end of each section. Brief bibliography.

- Mode - Reading

Context - Technology

Target - Grades.8-12

Themes - a - system
b -

c - bicycles
d - safety,- transportation

The workbook is intended to provide personnel having responsibility
for bicycle investigations or inspections with an overview and technical
information on bicycles which will serve as a technical foundation for
understanding' the bicycle regulations. It discusses bicycles in gen-
ercrl, and introduces the user.to the, specific parts of bicycles.' On
completion of the workbook participants should be able to complete the
following objectives: (1) define the different types of bicycles, in-
cluding their'distinNishing features; (2) identify the factors that .'

contribute to bicycle accidents; (3) identify the five major systems iof
bicycles;and(4) locate and describe specific parts of bicycles Part I
(12 pages) discusses ,briefly the history of bicycles, types of bicycles,
the bicycles market, and bicycle accidents. Part 2 (41 pages).dis-
cusses in detail the various parts of the bicycle; seat, steering sys-
tem, frame system, wheel system, drive system, and'brake systems
(coaster or edal=operated brakes and caliper or hand-operated brakes).
Exercise? and answer keys accompany each section.: Detailed illustra-
tions and diagrams are found tifroughout the dacmment. The document
concludes with three appendixes: bicycle illustrationd for different
types of bicycles, glossary of bicycle terms, and a_bibliography.
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ED 123 055

Reilly, D. ' -

Correlated Enrichment Environmental Activities for S. A. P. A.
`(NSF) Del Mod System, Dover, Delaware r
1973 139pp .

State Supervisor of Science, John G. Townsend Bldg. Dover, DE 1990
'Free while supply lasts

EDRS price MF $0.83 ,HC $ 7.35 plus postage

Components - Contains activities (6/) addressed to teacher, and which

I

occur outdoors.

Status - Can be used a'S they are although guidesheets'needed for older
learners.--

'Materials - Simple and easily available materials. A land laboratory/
would help.

Mode - Environment, discussion, lecture

Context - Botany, zoologyt°geolOgy, ecology

Target - Grades 1(14

Themes - a - perception, symmetry, organism, change, system, cycles
b - classifying, observing, measuring
c - trees, streams, marshes
d -

These environmental enrichment activities were written by teachers,
consultants in workshops\and institutes . The activities are appropriate
for K-3. For eaoh.level the sequence of original activities including
the new environmental activities is listed. General objectives,for the
level are given. The enrichment activities list materials, Objectives,
trip procedures and questions, and audiovisual materials. The activities
were developed for field work as part of outdoor education.

.10



Allied Health Field, Seventh Grad
Connecticut University, Storrs
1973 158pp
EDRS price MF)($6.83 HC $8.69 plus postage

ED 123 417

Components ntains a number of student worksheets plus ideas for
activities'. Activities are grouped units (4).

O

Status - Modification of some activities and development:of guidesheets;.

.ate desirable although most worksheets can be Used in their present state.

Materials 1- Easily obtained materials except a few activities require
preparation of them in advance of clas.

Mode - Survey, film, simulation, environment, interview, demonstration,
laboratory

Context - Sociology, chemistry, physics, physiology, psychology, (careers)

Tar e Grades 6-8

Themes - quantification, perception, energy
- classifying, interpreting data; measuring, observing,
inferring

- health, nutrition, air pollution

The two-part set consists of a student handbook'and'a reZated eacii=,

;(g

ers handbook in allied health education..for us at the seventh grade
level. The student handbook contains four u ts: (1 investigating'
health care needs., 4'2) mental health-study o different types of job
roles and their relate4 activities and *skills, (3) treatment-diagnosis
of he lath problems, and (4) pollution in our environment-study of
relationships between pollution and health. Each unit provides Zdarn1
ing adtivNies and exercises for obtaining:knowledge in different areas
of the health field, pariticutarly in the process of,gathering, recording,
analyzing, and diagnosing healfh neededata. The exercises provided
in the student handbook are referred to inthe teachers' handbook, which '

fogyies on the same units provided in the student handbook, and4presents
suggestions for learning processes and activities, notes, and resourbe
materials. . 4

J
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ED 123 419

Allied Health Field: Ninth Grade
Connecticut University, Storrs
1974 172pp i

EDRS price MF $0.83 HC $8.69 plus postage

Components - Contains some activities outlined for learner use along.
with suggestions for others. Activities'are'grouped according to
related health professions,'

Status - Most activities require some development and preparation of
guidesheets prior to use.

Materials - Mostly common laboratory equipment and simPle materials.,

4
Mode - Reading, interview, laboratory

Context - Anatdmy, anthropology, chemistry, physics, physiology (careers)

Target - Grades 8-10

Themes - a -
b -
c - population
d health,. normalcy

The two - part, set consists of afituRent hand-book and a related
teachers' handbook in allied health education for use at the ninth grade
.Z9eZ, The student handbook contains nine units which, focus on the sci-
ence curriculum: (1) introduction, (2) weights and measures, (3) human
body,(4) chemistry, (5) electricity.. and magnetism, (6),heat and its.

%'" effects, ,(7) fluid dynamics, (8) wave motion aA!sound, and (99 light.
Each unit presents a general introduition to the subjedt area, objectives
vocabulary words to be defined, related professions, and learning
activities and exercises for acquiring skills and understanding concepts
related to.a particular health field. The teachers' handbook to the
above units .and 4 curriculum guide outline for a course applying sci-
entific information to allisdhealth professions.' The curriculum lists
the objectives of the course and suggests speakers from different pro-
flessions.

,
A study outline of the course based on the nine units is".

I presented 'briefly. Also included in the teachers' guide are sugg ted
resources; a description of films, filmstrips, and printed materi s;

a list of films and their suppliers; and suggested labbratory stu les.

er
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Smith, T. ,,,

Allied Health Field: Tenthigrade
Connecticut University, SOrrs
1974, 97pp r .:'

EDRS., price .$0.163 MF HC $4.67
:1 3

Components- Contains ac
and blinicai4techniques.

ED 123 420a

,14

plus postage

vity whorksheets that inVolvSbacterioloRcal

wouldbe helpful.
-

Matrials - Standard laboratory equipment and materiali needed.

Status - Can be used as is although guidesheets

Mbd'- Laboratory

Context Chemistry, bacteriology, physiology (careers)

Target - Grades 10-1Z

Themes a - interaction
b - measuring, observing, classifying
c - water, blood

d - watilution, water supply, disease, normalcy

The two-part set consists Of a student handbook dnd a related
teachers' handbook in allied health education for use at the tenth"
grade level. The student handbook consists of seven units which focus
on the biology curriculum: (1) community water examination, (2) bac-
teriologidal examination,of water, .(3) the microscope, (4) microbes
and man, (5) paper chromatography, (6) the transport System (part 1:
heart rate and blood pressure, and part 2: examination of the blood),
and (7) individual study--a report on a communicable or heredita
disease. Each unit offers learning activities 'and exercises i)hi h
center on laboratory work in order to assist students in obtai ng
knowledge and skills related to allied health occupations. "The teach-,
ers handbook provides suggestions for activities to assist teachers in
the instruction.offive of the above unite: (1) the microscope,
(2) microbes and man, (3) paper chromatog;a04N4) transport system,
and (5) examination of water.

fif
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ED 123 421

Fister, A.
Allied Health Field: Eleventh Grade

. University of Connecticut, Storrs
1974. 198pp:
MRS price $0883 MF HC $10.03

Components - Contains laboratory worksheets, factsheets, and guides to
films and interviews addressed to student.

Status - Can be used in present state although guidesheets would help.

Materials - Mainly easy to obtain materialslip

Mode -.Laboratoiy, reading, filM, interview, field trip, simulation,
lecture.

Context - Technology, anatomy (career)

Target - Grades 11-12

4Themes - a -

b - classifying, observing, measuring
c - blood

-d - health, nutrition, ethics

.e"

The two-part set consists of a student handboole-and a related teach-)
rs handbook in allied health education for use at the eleventh grade
level: The student handbook consists of five units related to, health
-care services; (1) intrdauction to allied health and the concept'' of
the health care team, (2) medtcal technology, (3) nutrition, (4) rehab-
ilitation, and (5) nursing. Each unit provided learning activities
and exlgilses for obtaining knowledbeland skills in various health oc-
cupations and to acouire information o their roles,in the field of
-health care services. The exercises rovided in the student handbook
are referred to in the teachers' hrsobk, which fo es on the wine

, units provided in the student handbdbk. Each unit presents suggestions
for learning processes, activities, notes, and materials.,

I



Bullock, B. and others
AutoFobile Ignition System
Dallis (Texas) Independent
1974: 155pp
iRS price MF $Q.83 HC

- MinicOurse
School'District

$8.69 plus postage

ED 124 310

7

Components - Consists,of*a series of "activ4.tieS" (55) keyed to specific,
objectives. Organized in the,form of a Learning Activity Package, (LAP).

Status - Most components Are classroom ready although Simple-guidesheets
would be helpful.

Materials -Ordinary.laboratory equipment. Reading would beoenhanceld 4

if actuaL automobile devices were aVailable for first hand examination.

Mode - Reading, laboratory, problem solving,

Context - Physics,, technology, chemittry.

Target - Grades 9-12

Themes - a'- model, field
b - measuring
c- .

4±-d - automobile maintenance

1

This minicourse treats the usual topics of current electricity and
magnetism as they can be related. to On automobile ignition system.

.

Is minicourse was prepared for use with secondary physscs students
in the Dallas Independent School District and is one option 'in-a physics
program-which provides for the selection of topics'on the basis of
student career needs,and interests. This minicourse was aimed at pro-

/
vsdsng the student with a basic understanding of the construction and
operation of the ingnition system of an automobile. The minicourse was
designed for independent student'use with close teacher supervision an
was developed as an'ESEA Title III project. A rationale, behavioral o
jectives, student activities and resource packages areincluded.- Stud n

14 activities and resource packages involve stuaWng the fundamentals of
electricity and magnet. , vvestsgatsng eletromagnetism, constructing
a battery, and examining thgNconstruction and operation of a,generator
voltage regulator, ignition coil, distributor, condenser,. and spark

/ plug. #
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ED 124 371

Bullock, B. and othets

'- Ballistics, Bullets and Blood - Minicourse
Dallas (Texas) Independent School District
1974 76pp

:tEDRS price MF $ 0.83 HC $ 4.67 plus postage

Components - Consistsof a series of "activitie (19) keyed to specific

objectives. Organized in the form of a Learns Activity Package (LAP).

Status Essentially classroom ready if simple guideslieets are prepared.

Materials T Standard physics laboratory equipment.

Mode - LabOratory, reading; problem solvingi

Context - Physics

.Target - Grades ?1-12 :

Themes - a -
b predicting, inferring4
c - motion
d - crime

.

Most of the material
group of activities is aft.

inferring process.

(

is Standard physics stuff. However, the lagt
innovation and uaes a drop of bloodirnd the

This mie,licourse was prep ed ,for use with,pecondary physics stu-
dents in the Dallas Indepeneden School .N'strict and is one option in
a physics program which. provides for the section of topics on'the
basis of student career needs and.intereSps. This minicourse was aimed .

at prOviding,the student with an understandingof the physics of falling
objects, projectiles, and missiles. -Tha.minicowse'was designed for
independent student use with close teacher superTision and was developed
'as an ESEA TiZe III project. A rationale, behavioral objectives, spdent
activities, and resource packages are included. Student activities\and
resource packages involve reading about firearm ballistics, free fall,
and accelerationinvestigating trajectory, analyking general projectile
motion, investigating conservation of momentum and rocket propulsion and
a 'tudy, of blood ballistics.
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ED 124 372

Bullock B., and others -
, ,

..''')

.Basic Machines: The Nut ;and Bolts of Techn cal Physics - Minicourse
Dallas (Texas) Independent School District

1974 113pp
%,..,

--

EDRS.price 1.0$0.83 HC $ 6.01 plus postage

Components;- Consists of a series of "activities" (25) keyed to specific
J
objectives. Organized in the form of a Learning Activity Package.(LAP).

Status - Most of the material `ins classroom ready.
4

.:.

Materials - Standard physics laboratory. equipmeht.

'

Mode - Reading, labOratory.

r.
Context - Physics

Target,- Grades 10-12

Themes - a - energy, force, equilibrium
b - interpreting data '

c -
d -

410.

This minicourse was prepared for use with secondary physics stu- '
dents in the Dallas Independent Schobl District and is one orAion in a ,q
physics program which provides for the selection of topics on the basis
of student caree2fneeds and interests. This minicourse was aimed,at twd
levels in the study of basic machines., The nilglre"leveZ introduces the
basic machines of technical physics, like "heavy" level treats the tech-
nical aspects of motion associated with basic machines in a precise and
mathematically involved fashion.' The minicourse was designed for inde-
pendent.student use with close teacher supervision' and was developed
as an ESEA Title III project. A rationale,. behavioral objectives,
student activities dnd resource packages involve investigating levers,
pulleys, ,wheel and axle, inclined,plane, and screw jack machines, and
applying the concept of mechanical advantage., A tqchnical.desqription
of forces, moments, equilibrium, and motion emphasizes the,vector nat-
ure of forces/and moments and use Mathematical.repraentations and,
analyses of these.
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ED 124 373

Bullock, B. and othe s
Climatizing the home Minicourse
Dallas (Texas) Indppe dent School District

-19740116pp
EDRS price' MF $0.83 HC $6.01

Components - Consists of a series Of "activities" ( j keyed to specific
objectives. Organized in the form of a Learning Ac vity Package (LAP).

Status - Most components are classroom ready although some require
learner guidesheets to be prepared.

Materials - Usudl laboratory equipment.

Mode - Demonstration; laboratory- equipment.

Context - Physics

Target - Grades 10 - 12 plus

Themes - 4 - energy,'gradient
b - measuring
c - water, climate
d - energy conservation, climate control

s minicourse was prepared for use with secondary physics stu-
.

dents in.the Dallas Independent School District and is One option in a.
physics program which provides for the selection of topics' on the basis

. of student career needs and interests. This minicourse was aimedat pro-
viding students with knowledge of the physics factors that determine the

masensation'of clitic comfort and the energy r'quirements for maintaining
this comfort.,, The minicourse was designed fb independent student use
with close teacher supervision and was develo ed as an ESEA TitleTI
project. A rationale, behavioral objectives, student activities, and re-
source packages areincluded. Student activi ies and resource packages
include defining temperature; calibrating a thermometer, defining heat,
investigating conduction, connection, radiation, specific heat,.heatL
of fusion, insulating material, humidity, anc dew point, and calculating
heating loads. . 0.
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-

Bullock, B. and others V
Introductory Minicourse
Dallas (Texas).- Independent School District
1974 6Opp 41*

J...,
EDRS price MF $0.83 HC $3.50 plus postage

--...._ t

Component - Consistof a series of "activities" (5) keyed to specific
objectives. Organized in the form of a Learning ActiVity Package (LAP).

Status - Most components kre.classroomrready although some require
learner guideNeets to be prepared..

Materials - Simple readily available materials and equipment.

Mode - Labora3ry, demonstration, reading.

Context - General, physics.

Target - Grades 9-12

Themes - a - force
b - hypothesizing, controlling variables
c - flight, illusions
d -

This includes a widely applicable set of activitkes,on the aerody-
3*-namics of paper gliders.

' .

This minicourse was prepared for use witk secondary physics'stu-'
dents in the Dallas Independent School District. This is an introductory
minicoursR aimed at acquablit,ng the s sent with the realm Qfphysi6s so
that the student can puisue,?4r,ther st oyeby selecting those minicourses.
most relevant to his career needs and in.-rests. The minicourse was -

designed for independent student use with close teacher supervision and
was developAri.as an ESEA Title project. A rationale, behavior'ob-
jectiveb, iTitdent activities, and resource packages are included. Stu-
dent activities and resources packages anrincUpledt Student activities
and resource packages indiude paper puzzles, manipulative puzzles, paper
glider construction analog computer construction, and a number. of physics
"tricks."

82
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Bullock, B. and others
Metric System and SlA Rule - Migicourse.
Dallas (Texas) Independent School District
1974 98pp
ED4S price $0.83M7'116$4.E57 plus postage

6

Components - Consists of.a series of ".c vitieg (55) keyed to specific
objectives. Organized in the form of a Lea ng-Activity Package ).
Most of the metric activities are baged on onversion from English
metric and vice - versa.

p

Status - Most are classroom ready, Some are very short and could be
combined to form a single module.

Materials - None
O

Mode - Reading, problem solving (answers to most problems are given).
,

Context - General (mathematics).

Target - Grades 7-12

Themes - a - quantification
b - measuring
c -
d - V

This minicourse was prepared fbr use with secondary physics stu-
dents in the Dallas Independent School District and is one option,in a 0 r,

physics program.which provides for the selection of topics on the basis
of student career needs and intePesta. -This minicourse was aimed at pPoz-

''viding students with a*knowledge of the mOrte system and use Of the
slide rule. The minicourse was dqtigned for independent atu-ent use bith
c1se teacher supervision and wascdeveloped as an E'sEA Title III prpject.
IA rationale, behavioral objectives, student activities, and resoi)rce-
packages are included. ,Student activities, and resource packages involve .

reading about the development of the metric system, defining the
meter, using mass and time units, -converting ,from one system to the other,
measuring mass; length, and volume,and performing the slide rule .

operations.
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IO

' Bullock, B. and others
Photograpky - Minicourse

-IDailas' (Texas) Independent Schopl District
.1974 91p
EDRS priceF $0.83 HC $4.67 plus postage

Components - Consists of a series of "activities" (12) keyed to,specific
objectives, Includes-relevant reading in commercially published books

. and pamphlets. Organized in the form of a Learning Actiiiity Package (J.AP)

Status - any components are classroom ready while others require learner.
guidesheets to be prepared,

Materials - Materials readily available though some effort will. be required
to collgct. °Some apparatus can be constructeelocally.

Mode - Demonstration, laboratory, reading.

Context - Physics, physiology, chemistry. (---1

Target - Grades 9-12

Themes - a - model, change

b- obsekving, measuring, experimenting
c - light
d - recording images

1

Thisminicourse was prepared for use with sePondary physics stu-
dents im the Dallas Independent SchOol District andis one option in.a
physics program which provides for the selection of topics.vn the basis
of student career needs and interes4s. This minicourse was designed
to help students acquire a knowledge of

This

physics of 'photography
and to develop some baic photograpic skills. The minicourse was.Ide,
signed for independent student use pith close teacher supervision Q.
was ;delt,eloPed as an ''SEA projectr,-A rationale,' behavioral
objectives,. teudent-activities, and resource packagee are included._
Student activities-and resource packages involve '4nvestigating career
in photography; comparing the camera and.the eye, studying some prop-
erties of light, making a qamera, and tdkiv and developing pictures.

+ Ni . :,
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Bulleck,-Bilkand others
Physi:Cs. of Communication Minicourse

;Dallas (Texas) Independent School'District
1974 51pp
EDRS price MF $0.83 HC $3.50 .-plus postage'

Components - Consists of a series of "activities" (23) keyed to specific
objectives. Organized in the form of a LearnWActiiiity Package (LAP)..

Status - Many Componepts are classroom ready for use with .simple iuidesheets.

Materials - Standard laboratory and easily obtainable materials.

0 -ED. 124 1177

. Mode - Laboratory, reading.

Context - Physics, technology.

Target - Grades 10-12.

Themes - a - model, resonance
b - inferring, communicating
c -
d - communication

V

This Minicourse was prepared for use with secondary physics students
in the Dallas Independent School District and is one'option in a phOics,

'.program which provides for the selection of topics on the basis:df stu-
dent.career needS"and interests. This mincourse was aimed at providing
.students with a knowledge** the ways in which light, sound, and electri-
city are involved in everyday communication systems. The minicourse was
designed for independent student use with close teacher supervision and
was developed as an ESEA Title project. yrrationale,, behavioral ob-

.

jectives, student activities, and resource .packages are included. 'Stu-
dent activities and resource packages involve defining communication,
investigatinp communication-related vocation, building a string telephone,
and*telegraph4 studyihg wave theory, constructing a simple radioveceiver
circuit, and examining how a Loud speaker works.
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Bullock, B. and others
Physics of Musical Instruments -,Minicourse
'Dallas (Texas) Independent School District'
1974 59pp
EDRS price $0.83 HC' $3.50 plus postage

ED' 124 378

IP

Components - Consists -of a series of "activities (21) keyed,to speCiPkg
,

--objectives. 0'4anized-in'the form of a Learning Act mity Package (LAP).

, Status - Lost compqnents are classrodm ready if a si guidesheet is
preptred.' Some teachers, may want to modify these to add an inquiry
dimension.

Materials - Assorted reference books, e prepared cassette tape
-and standard physics laboratory' equipment.

Mode - LaboratOry, reading.

ciP Context - Physics

Target - Grades 10-12.

Themes - a - resonance, model
b - dnterpieting data
d - sound
d - noise pollution

Ittx

A

This minicourse was prepared for use with secondary physics students
in Da4as Inrependent School District and is one option in a physics .

program which provides for the selection of topics on the basis of student
career needs and interests. This minicourse was aimed at providing stu-
dents with a'knowledge of the technical *descriptions.o4music, the
differences between music and noise,'and the ways in Which various
ipstruments produce sounds. The minicourseyas designed for independent
student use With close teacher supervision and was developed as an ESEA
Title III project. A rationale, behavioral objectives, studeilt activities
and resource packages are included, Student activities and resource
packagea,involve defining noise and.music, taping sounds and noise, .

ipvestigating.careegs in music;. investigating,vibrating'stringe, air
columns and surfades, exploring the role of temperature in sound5trans,
mission and making "a noise pollution tape. .
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L.

Bullock,, B. and others'

The Physics of Sports - Minicourse_

Dallas (Texas) Independent School District )
1974 i'65pp

,

EDRS price MP $0.83 HC $8.69 plus postage

1

Components - Consists of a series of "activities" (21) keyed to specific
objectiVes. Includes relevant readngs in selected books d pamphlets,
Some packages Viclude self-tests.i Organized in the form -o a Learning
Activity Package (LAP).

Status - Many components are classroourfeady while othets require learner
guidesheets to be prepared. 4
Materials - Readily available materials including spoits equipment.

Mode - Demonstrationlaborotory, reading

Context - Physics, general.

Target .-: Grades'10-12plus.

Themes - a - system, force, equilibrium, energy
b - interpreting data
c - machines
d - human performtance

;0001'

This minicourse was, prepared for use with secondarP`physics-students
in the Dallas, Inaependent School District and is one option in a physia
program which provides fo{, the .selection of t6 'cs on the basis of stu-
dent career needs 'and interests. This mincours was a-Aed at helping
te student relate the concepts. of work, power energy, momentut, and
simple. machine's to sports. The minicourse As designed par independent
student use with close teacher supervision and was devipped a's an,

1 ;

ESEg Title III project. Arationale, behavioral objectios, stude)0 .:,.i,-

activities and resource pa4kages'yre included. 'Student activities . .

and resource packages involve reviewing the ptaying detai;:te. of seven
sports, studyingt, few fundamental of physics and re'lated4mathematicli, v

analyzipgsome technical physics of seven sports, investigating ,student;
horsepower, and analyzing Thanical,an alatomtl machines. .
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Bullock, B. and others
Physics" of Toys - Mini_course .7,

Dallas (Texas) -Indepenxlent: School bistrict.
1974 ll9pp
ORS.. price_ .MF 'He 16.61 plus' postgge

Components - Consists of a series of "activities"' (7) keye t
obiectives. Otganized In the fqtro, of e Learning_ Activitygac

_. .

ED. 124380

Also contains numerous references tO'some common: textbooks.
*41r,

Status- Mop ecomponents are claSSto
probably wish to prepare, their own

`Specific"
-ge (LAP)

ready altugh. adaptors w1Y7.
Mple.gUidesheets: . -

'44

. . , -. - . 2-Materials - Toys that ai.,,felative-1 common taut will .'rquir ome effoit
. .to find. Subs titutfons: m

1,

ighi .wank An eytaih , c4,sgs. ,
_

, ..- .-Mode - Reading, laboratory filmor

Context - Physicp

Target,- Grades 7-12

,

`Themes - a f\sre, modil; en

'1
b -

,
4;*',. *1

c motph, sdund,." ,lightr
iv extending -sinsgs 4 .:

_
- t

:--

n.

4

5,

;"

. ..., This mini.coureevaa-pr9pared far use; w-Fth Seq,cmilazs..phys'ictudenis .'
ili`gallas Indepe";zdenie-Schoo_l Dist0:6t aod,is7.one_pptionjin a Phgs-icsi
program ,which provides' for the se,,tction of ,foRies 97TI:tlje basis "-of etu- .

dent- career needs- and -knteiests,--- Thi.s lin:widow-vs was aimed ar.pr.ovidlrng. -st- ,,

`:-. students with an. understanding cif" aotire bad..icRhysics pra,ncipleb by playi,ng-
-with toys that have -been-.07.aspgi,ecEinti:fit*-,diffferent :grou.Pe ol. the
basis' of the pri,n9iple.that .each dOions.pigte:',..klid mi,nicortrse was desiijn. ed",-_
for inclependent,student use:stpith-ftostecialier.sitperilii3ion cald,i,/as <fey, I .7%.
eloped as-an ESEA Tifte sin-project. -11 ritionae, bOhav,toral objec4v'es
student activi-tieQt caz.cf-peigui pacYages .are-i-iteZtOd.. Student,a&tiviti s .;
and' resources package's. --Ii)ol.ziet.,'ei:pet.-imetifing.,zitith ...,t,oys.''tliat :demonS traps._
force and motion, heat.:cznd tUrmad,gnaanis,'&,ave meition and :Sound,- the,',.:-,..

, 4. , ,principles of Zight,' anclIale.ctrim-ty and magnetism. , ; ...,,, .. , , ...:,_.. _ .. .
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Science and Superstition - Minicburse
Danz's (Texas) Independent School District
1974 25pp

EDRS price MF $ 0.83 HC $1.67 plus postipge" .

Components - Consists of a series of "activities" (12) keyed to specific
objectives. Organizedoin theform of a Learning Activity Package (LAP).

Status - Most components are classgtom ready although most teachers will
want to modify these to capitalize, p local situations..

Materials - Usual library reference books'and a specially prepared,
cassettectape.

Mode - Reading, survey, lActure.

Context -4 General

'Target - Grades 7\12

Themes

b - experimenting, hypothesizing, .interpreting data, obidining
data, contralkirig variablei.

c

d - consumerism; superstition, popular beliefs.
*. a

This min course was prepared for upe,.with secondary physics stu-
dents in the, Dallas Independent School District and is ork option in a
physiCs program which provides fAtthe selection of,topics on the
bd4s of student career needs and interests. This minicourse.was'aiMed
at providing the student with the oppdrtunity to compare scientific theory
with superstition; creating a better understanding .qf the processes'invol-
ved in scientifically testing a belief: The mnidourse was designed for
indepehdent tudent use with close teacher supdrvision,and was41eve;oped
as anESEA Title III project. krationale, behavioral objectives, stu-
dent activities, and resource' packages are included. Student 'activities
and resource packages irpalve defining scielpe, scfentific)methodand
superstition, surveying szleerstitions;and'investigating'himw superSti-:
Lions develdp and are disproved. .

8.9
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ED 124 382

Color - Minicourse

Dallas (Texas) Independent>School District
1974 119pp
EDRS price MF i0.83 HC $6.01 plus pos age

v
-

Components - Consists of-a series of "activi s" (17)-keyed to specific
A objectives. 0rganized. in the form of a Legynirig AdtiAty.Package (LAPA

N\ !
. c

Status - Ready for c'assroom use with appropriate guidesheets.
,

z, 1,

Materials - Basic phytics apparatus, including aispeptroscmpe.
.

. i
.

Mode - Reading, data bank; laboratory.
...\

i Context - 'Physics, psychblogy.'
r,

.4
.;3

( t
..,,i .

,
, 4.. 4

..' Target - Grade& 9-12 plus
i

Themes,- a - model, perdeption
w

C

b

c - light, color
, I

d - reproducing, images .il:

. Treats the butiness of Sadditive and subtractive color which will be
of)use for people interested in color1photography.

This inst tional guide, intended .for student use, debelops the
'`concept of col lfrough a series of sequential activities. A technical
development of the subject is pursued with eXamplesstressing practicat ,

aspects o/f the concepts. Included in the mini6ourse are:( ) ige, ration-
ale, (2) terminal:behavioral objectives, (3)enabling behaviorNS object-
ives, (T activities; (5) resource-packages, and (6) Oaluation'Taterials.
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Electronics as a Hobby :-\Minicourse
Dallas (Texas) Independent School District
1974 66pp 1

EDRS. price MF $0.83 HC '0.50 'plus postage
4 ,

Components - Consists of
objectives.° 'Organized in

Status - Mainly ready for c
probably be needed.

ED 124 383

,
----1-'

eries of "activities" (11) keyed to specific
fbrm of a Learning.Activity Package(LAP) .

lassroonouse although some guid7heets will
o

Mater Basio,Elecvonics equipment and hardware. Some
physics equipment and a pecial'booklet from Heath Kit.

Mode - Reading, laborat demonstration.

Context - Physics, technology

Target --Grades 9-12

Themes - a - energy
b - measuring
c

d - power transmission.

traditional

This instructioni& guide, intended for student use, detieiops the
topic ofAiretronics through/a series of sequential.allivitei. .A
technica- evelopment pf the subject is pursued with'examplet stressing
practical aspects of the concepts. Included in theiminicourse are:
(1) the'rationale, (2) terminal behavioral obje, ti.' es; (3) enabling
behavioral objectives, (4) activsties, (5). resb ce_packages, and
(6) evaluation materials. The 'applicati of ectronics to. hobbies
are stressed. This unit is one of twelve ed for use in the
second year.Of a two gear vocationally ors nted physics program.

41,
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Li -
Let Tare ight - Min course '

Dallis (TexgO'Independe t School Distirt '
1974 134pp j

EDRS price' NF $0.83 tic, $.7.35 plus postage

4. "Components - Consistii of a series of HactiVit'ies/(13) keed to specific
objectives. Organized, in the form of a Learning Act4Vity-Piszkage (LAP).

Status-Ready for classroOm use Omple guldesheets.'

-1 ED 124. L4

p
.

Materials - Standard Equipment for-Optics demonstrations.

Mode- Readin , laboratory, demonstratio

Context - Physicli

Target - grgdes 10:1 plus

Themes - a - model
b -

<

- light
d--

4

4 ti
Mo:i of the material and activites

optics sections of convet ignal physics

J

are'like thgt-in mos .geometric

,
This instructional guide, intended for ,student. . develops the.

'concept of tirght through a series of sequehtial activities. A tech-
nical developmei4 of the sub4lect,is pursued uri.t e4amples stressing
practical aspects 'of the a.orlAipts. .included in ,t mini,,course

(1) therationalel'(2) terminal havioral obojecii s (3) enabling
b6hevioral objectTveS,,(4) activit. (0) resource packages, and '
(6) evaluation materials. .Along with ""defillition.of the'con-
cepts, Of reflection and refraction and uph' topics.as,fiber,iight. .

and the photoelectric effectar develop . This Unit is one of
twelve intended for u in the c d'yea of a two .year vocationally
oriented physics prog

.
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Tullock, B. and others
Matter =1/2A First Approach Minlcourse

Dallas (Texas) Independent, School D'stric
1974 31pp
EMS price 17 80.83. HC. $2.06' plus postage

Components - `consists of a ri-_ of "activities" (6) keyed to specific
objectives.. Organized in the f rm of a Learning Activity Package (LAP).

.

Status - Most components requ re learner guidesheets.

°Materials - Simple,laboreto equipment and materials.

' Mode -*Laboratory, readin ; demonstration.'

I

Context = Physics

Target - Grades 7 -12 plus

Themes - a - model
b

c - water
d

Thisinstructionai guide, intended for student use-, develops the
concept of matter through a series of sequential. activities. A technicaZ
development.of the subject-is pursued witp examples stressing practical
aspects of the concepts. Included 'in thelmimcourse are: (1) they ration -.
le, (2) terminal behavioral objectives, (3) enabling behavioral object-
ves, (4) activities, (5) resource packages, and (6.) evaluation materials.

A series of mini-experiments are described, providing explanations: of
density and changes of state. This unit is one of &Wye intended for
Use in the second year of a two yecti/v gationally oriented physics
program.'
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Bullock, B. and others
Model Rocketry L Minicourse
Dallas (Texas) Independent School. District
1974 51pp
EDRS price MF $0.83 MC $3.50 plus postaggaii*

Component - Consists of a series of "activities" (10) keyed to specific
objectiveg. Okdanized in the form of a Learning Activity.Package 4a,AP).

Status - Most eomponents, mixe classrooth ready although some require
learner.guidesheets to be prepared.

4

Materials .- Usual laboratory apparatus plus troy water rockets and Estes
model rocket sets and 'associSted.booklets.

...aro. Mode - Demonstration, laboratory,. reading.
a

Context - Physics
.

m.. gee - Grades 11-12 plus.

ED 124 386

,01

/'

'Themes - a - fo"rcd, invariance (Conservation),

' b - experimenting, -cortrollih variables
-c - 'motioni,

.

d:-;- '

)6

.

. /-
. %

This instructional' guide, intended for student use, develops the
40t4 of model rocketry through'a series of sequential activities. 'A tech-
nical development of th ubdect is pursued with examples atregsing 2 4

practical' aspects of -the ncepts. Included ,in the minidftirse 'are:
(1) the rationale, (2) to naZ behavioral objectives, (3) 'enabling 0

behavioral b&ctiv ; ( 4 activities, (5) Tvqour9e pttckages,. and
(0) evalua inmate eas Actillitties Zeaa-through a development, of
the laws , ,picen t ro the ,actual construction and launching of
a model roc4fio s it is one of twelve intended for us ,in the
second year, of ..a...A ear vocationally oriented physics program.
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c'SA,
Bullock, B. and others
,Nuclear 4nergy - Minicourse
Dallas- (Texas) Independent Sahoell District
'1974 41pp

EDRS price MF $0.83 -RC 2.06 / plus postage,
.

Components - Consists of a series of "activities" (10) keyed tAPecific
objectives. Organized in the fdrm of a Learning Activity package (LAP).

Status - Many components are classroom ready although sOmi"require
learner guidesheets.

Materials '- Alew special pamphlets and books used but otherwise simple
materials. Some specialized equipment needed. %

,

Mode: - DeMonstrIon, reading, lablratory

Co ;text - Physics

Target Grades 10-12 plus

-, Themes - a,4 ene4iv "'
7

b 7,intel-preting data
c-
d - ra4atidp hazards energy supply

This instrUctionat 7.ntended for student use, develops the
conceptiof nuclear energy through a:series of sequential activities. A
technical development of the subject is pursued with examples stressing
practical aspects of the concepts. Ilpluded in the miNcourse are:
(1) the,4,ationee, (2) terminal behamora objectives, (3) enabling
behavioral objectives, (4) activities, -..(5) resource packages, and (6)
'evaluation materials.' Following a development of atomic stpucture,
lvdiation detection and safety are -considered. This unit is one 'of
twelve intended for Use, in the second year Of a two year vocationally

` oriented physics Tre3gram.-'.
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ED v.24 389-

Radioactivity aneMan'- Minicourse
Dallas (Texas) Independent School District
1974 78pp a
EDRS price MF $0.83 HC $ 4.67 plus postage

Components - Consists okd series of-"activitiee (4) keyed to specific
objectiVes. Organized in the form of a Learning Activity Package (LAP).

Status - Most are dlassroom ready if simple guidesheets are prepared.
r

) Materials - Standard physics and biology laboratoiy apparatus and materials.
A teigen counter is needed forone laboratory'exercise.

Mode - Reading, laboratory. *

.Context - Physics, physiology, technology.

Target - Grades 9.- 12 .°

Themes - a - model
.

b .9.- measuring,Interpreting data,observing
c - radioactivity
d

/
- extending senses, radiation safety

.\

Simpler cloud chambers than the one describ d.here can be made
. from a peanut butter jai-and black felt.

# 44

4,

This instructional guide, intendid for student use, develops the'
subject of radioactivity and man through a series of sequential activ-
ities. A technicalldeVelopment of the subject is:pursued with eAmples
stressing practical aspects of the concepts. :Included in the inificourse
are: (1) the rationale, (2) terminalbehavioral objectives, (3) enabling
behavioral objectives, 0(4) activities, (5)resource packages, (6)`eval-
u4on materials. The benefits as weZZ as the dangers of radioactivity.
to rian are .c idered.40his unit is one of twelve intended for.use in
the s ear of a two year vocationally oriented physics sprogroan.
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So Yoe Gotta Wear Glasses - Mincourse
Dallas (Texas) Independent School Districts
1974 126pp ., . . , .,

,

EDRS ,-price MI' $0.83 HC 7.35 plus postage

Components - Consists of a seriessrof."activities", (4) keyed to specific
. .

objectives.' Orga4zed in the form bf-alearning Activity Tackage'(LAP).'
d.

Status - Essentially lead} for-classroom use.

Materials., Simple lenses,,optical behch apparatus and4an assortment of
optical -.instruments such as a:microscoRe.

Mode - Reading,' Ptdiolem-solving, demonStration..
4- . ,

Context - Physics' . ' . ,
.

/-4". 9 4

.

-Target -a ,Grades 11-12 plus although sine of the non - mathematical- porti,9ns
:

.

V

-1could he used down,to grade 7:
4.

i
.. - ,

'themes - a - Model c
.

-' b -.
( '

c.,- light
..,

.. ...,
a '. -, .

a 1,7

This mNicourse Zeal's- mainly- V/itlgeometrical Optics, optical .

instrument and the phenomena of xefrlrtion, diffraction, and polarizatipn: :,i

. . .,,

This 44.1structioncil guiL intenad for student.usq, devdlops the
- . 41''' .

topic of optics through, a soies ,of. sequential activities . 11f)techhi-
cal development of the subject is pttrsuorl with, ,examptes stressing vac:7
ticaZ aspe s ef, the aonapts. Inched. in' Ole minicourse are: (17 t&
rationale, ) terminal behavioral object es, (3) enittiv behavioral
objectives 4) activities, '(5) resoArco,palltages,, an '(6) evaluation' lt
materials. he stud ,of light, particularly. that conOnnirig ''ihe. use 0L
lens syste in the vefr4lotion of light, it-discuesed.'. This. unit. is
one of twelve intencteci,for °use .in the second Dear of.d two ygar t*ca-,. .

.. N
ri ,

tl :.tionaZZy -oriented-phygics progrptk. . .. i .
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Water Water Everywhere - Minicourse

Dallas-CrexagrIndependent School Course
1974' 52pp
EDRS. price MF $0.83 HC $3.50 plus postage

1'

ED'124 392

Components - Consists of a seriesof "activities" (12) keyed to specific
objectives. Organized in the Corm of a LearningActivity Package, (LAP).

Status -
exercise

Ready for classroom use with guidesheets as needed. Several
could be modified to give-added emphasis on learner inquiry.

gaterials - Standard science equipment and school library books.

HOde --Laboratory, reading.

Context - Chemistry, physics, general, technology.

Target - Grades 9-12

Themes - a - density.
b - measuring

I c - water
d - water supply, boating safety

This instructional guide
subject of water and its effe
quentiaZ activities;. A tesh
sued with examples stressin
cZuded in the minicourse are:
objective-b., (3) enabling beh
source packages, and (61 eval
intended for use in he second year of a two year vocationally oriented
physics\program.

intended for student use,' develops the
is on our lives through a series'of'se-

cal.developmerit,ofthe Subject 1-epur-.,
acticaZ aspectg of the concepts. In-
2,1 the rationale, (2),terminal behavioral
olial objectives, (4) activities, (5) re-
tion materials. This unit is one of twelve
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ED 124 409

Radiological Safety Handbook
Army Ordnance Center and School, Aberdeen Proving Ground* Maryland
f9/6 -836pp

EDRS price $1.67 ME HC $44.87

Components - Textual material outlined in brief sentence form. A few
activities and student worksheets are also included.

gtatus - Text is somewhat awkward but a good source, of feats could be
rewritten or used as is.

Materials - None except for labs which require eleCtronic or other-radiation'
detection apparatus. Civil Defense instruments could be used.

\-
Mode - Reading, problem solving, laboratory, environment

gpatext - Physics, physiology, technology

°

Target -.'Grades 11-12 plus

Themes - a - quantification, energy, model
b - measuring
c - radiation effeCts, radioagtivity
d -.radiation safety'

Written to be used concurrently with the U.S. Army's Radiological
Safety Course, this pubacation 'discusses the causes, sources, and de-
tection of nuclear radiation. In addition, the transportation and dis-

4' posal of radioactive materials are covered. The report also deals with
the safety precautions_ to be observed when working with lasers, micro-
wave generators, and particle accelerators. Work problems with solutionh
are provided, for those. topics mentioned.

a
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National Energy Outlook: 1976 ExeOutivbSummary
Federal Energy Administration, Washington
1976 17pp

Superintendent of Documents, USGPO, Washington, DC 20402
(#041-018-00102-6 $0.60

EDRS price MF $0.83 HC $1.67 plus postage

-
Components - Contains textual material in'abbreviated form which is an
authoritative summary of statistical data in an easily read form. Each
page contains a graph pertainiAg to a specific aspect of th eneral
problem.

ED 124 426

Status - Ready for classroom use.aljAough, a guidesheet is needed to
direct learners' actions.

Materiais -'None

Mode - Reading, data bank

Context - Technology"

Target Grades 7-12

O

Themes - a -
b
c

d energy supply, natural resources, futurism

This-broc ure b'eains with findings and c elusions of the 1975
NATIONAL-4W OUTLOOK. .Discussions of natl. 4-energy topics follow
including: What Are The Roots of Our Energy Problem? How Did'We Become
So Vulnerable to Oil Zmports?; How Much Energy Wile the Nation Consume?;
How Will the Nation Meet Its Growing Energy Demands by 2085; How Much
Energy Can be Savedt Ohat Will Oil Imports Be by 2985; Where Will New
'Oil Supplies' Come From?, How Do Reserves Affect Domestic Production ?;
WiZZ_Natural Gas Production Continue to,DecZine?; What Will Be the.
Sources of Electricity in the Future?; How much Can New Technologies,
Contribute?; and Row itjuch Will Energy Supply Investment Cost? Each
one-page diseus'Sion includes depiction.ofthe pertinent facts via

ticolorgd graphs.

)
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ED 124 428
4 . ,

*Ili

NASA Facts,- The Viking Mission

National Aeronautics and SpaCe Administration, Washington
... __

1976 13pp
. .

Supt. of Documerits, USGPO, Washington DC .20402 (#033-000-00622-5) $0.35
EDRS price MF $0.83 HC $1,67 plus postage ' ,

Components - Contains textual material plus three suggested activities.
A

Status - Guidesheets needed plus some development of suggested acfivit±b.

Materials - Wine except what needed for,activities developed from suggestions.

Mode - Reading, laboratory, simulation

Context - Physics, biology, geology, technology

Target - Grades p-12

Themes -.a -
b - experimenting
c.-

d - space travel, survival

Presented is one of a series of publications of'National Aeron-
auticsand Space Administration (NASA) facts about the exploration of
Mars. The Viking mission to Mars, consisting of two unmanned NASA
spacecraft launched in August and September, 2975, is described. ,A.
description of the spacecraft and their pa41cs is given. A diagram
identifying the five phases of the mission to Mars is presented; A ,

diagram Of the Zander spacecraft and the orbiterrspacecraft with the
Zander attached in cruise mode is included. Descriptive and pictoral4
views pf landing sites and photographs taken with a Viking Zander
camera show some of he aspects of the science experiments being com-
Dieted. A life deter son'experiment.is explained in detail. Three
'student-oriented projec s,pre given as well as a suggested reading

-
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ED 124 430

NASA Facts, Mars and Earth

National aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington
1975 9pp

Superintendent of Documents, USGPO, Washington, )DC 20402
(#033-000-00621-7) $0.35

EDRS price MF :$0.83 HC $1.67 plus postage

f

Components - Contains textual\material and graphic and dtabulalr data.
1

\ c
Suggestions for "stgdnt projects" (5).

.i c
tt

c

'.-
Status - Guidesheets need4a*Pb reading material is c assrdgm ready.

.7i

Projects may need added dtetaills. 1

Materials - None- * ,,

,

,

Mode - Reading, problem solving'-

Context - Geology, physics, meteorology

. .

Target - Grades 10-12 beacuse reading level.is rather high r

o

Themes - a - change, system
b - interpretingdata
c - life

Presented is one pia series of National Aeronautics and Space
'Administration (NASA) facts about the exploration of. Mars. In this

emphasis is placed on'the sun's planetary system with
note made that there is no one theory for the origin and subsequent
evolution of the Solar System that is generally accepted. Ideas,
from many scientists are pointed out. The planatary atmospheres, cli-

(mates, and the search being made for extra terrestrial life .are dis
cussed in this particular series. Photographs, diagramatic schemes ,

and a table representing the evolution of living systems on Earth dre
included. Student projects are suggested as bell as a reading list. ;
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Callahan, M. and others '

Npulation: 1 plus 1 = 2,Many ?
National Council for Geographic Edubatidii ,(NCGE)
1975 14pp

.

NGCE Central Office, 115 North Marion St., Qak Park, Ill.
EDRS price $0.83 MP HC $ 1.67 plus postage

ED 124 451

2.

if

0301 ,$0.

Components - A single activity addressed to teacher. Includes graphic data

Status - Simple student guidesheet needed

Materials - None
r

Mode - Problem solvinf, discussion, data bank

Context - Geography (social studies)

Target - Grades 7-12

.Themes - a - population
b interpreting data
c -

d - population,' food supply'

This activity, one in a setof teacher-developed instructional
activities four geognaphy, investigates the problems,
and promise in meet the nutritional needs of the world's people.
Graphs are the principal media for instruction. Thirty-nine state-
ments are giVen pom'which,otudents choose ten that show promise for
feeding the world's population and ten .that offer the least help. Seven
graphs are provided in thernaterial. See SO 009140 for a general descrip-,
tioh and explanation of the elemen,,tary and secondary sets comprising this
series. \
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,'
Rueff, J.

.
.

The City and4Overnment: The Art of,Malcing Choices
National Council forGeogrpah1Ctducation (NCGE)
1975 8pp

/

,
- , , ..

NCGE Central-Office.115 North Marion St., Oak Park,, Ill 60301 $0:50 **1

EDRS price MF $0.83 HC $1.67 plus postage

4

. .

ED 124 453

om onents - Contains .a description of a group project and specific
rocedures for conducting it. Addressed to teachers.

Status -,Ne4ds guidisheets and extension of ideas if used in4pPerole-,
mentary grades.

Materials - Paint, paper and a specific filmstrip that is commercially
At*available.

Mode - Slides, laboratory

Contexts- Geography, ecology

Target - Grades 3-6-

Themes.- a scale,model, system
b - measuring,.communicating
c ,:- city

d - land use

410.
This unit, one in a set of elementary teacher-developed material's,

for geography,-is on Zand use in cities. It contains follow-up act-
ivities to the "Cities dt Work" filmstrips, which are,part of the
"Our Working World" program published by Science Research Associates (SRA).
The filmstrips deal with resource allocation'and zoning problems, in
cities. The unit provides teachers with objectives, strategies, and
further activities for this SRA program. For example, following the
viewing of a filmstrip, students are asked to develop models and draw

rmaps to illustrate larjd use, based on information given in the filmstrip.
Some exemplary land use naps are included in the unit. See SO WP 140
for a general description and explantion of the elementarY and secondary
sets comprising this series.

a
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Huhn, B.

PrImary Motion: Migration of Elementary'Students
National Council for Geographic Education (NCGE)

'19/5 Bpp

ED 124 455

NCGE Central Office,, 115 Marion St., Oak Park, IL 60301 0.50
EDRS paFe"--MT- $0.83 $1.67 plus postage

Components - Contains a (set of programmed instruction
demographic data to be u d as a single module;

.

--Essentially classroom ready but a guidesheet could help.

* .
Materials - None

frames and some

Mode - Programmed instruction,, data, bank

Context Doggraphy

Target - Grades 5-9

Themes - a - population, change
b - interpreting data

-

d - population, futurism

J

This unit, one in a set of ele ntary teacner-developed materials
for geography, is geared to high mi Ze-class income students in a sub-
urban ara who have traveled or migrated during their school years. The

hl unit, a programmed instruction module that focuses on basis concepts of
_ demography. Several questions are prOvided for which students must
fill in blanks with pAlation/terms. Chafts and an exemplary migration
pattern' of a class are included. See SO 009140 for a general descrip-
tion and explanation of the elementary and secondary set's that compri-
sing this series.

II
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s-,

Dorialdson, -F. .`
i

Children AreGeographers: Explorations in Space
.---NAtional;,coxincil for Geographic Educatiqn (NCGE)

.

1975 6pli , - ',

NCGE Central Office, 115,No-rth -MarloA St., 0a4c Park, Il. e0301 $0.50
EDRS price $0.83 MF- HC $ 1.67 plus postqe .

124 456

. 1

Components - Contains sug estiOnsifor'three "exploration games" and'
one "explorgI4on project". Addressed to teachers.

Status.- Each activity.requires some development and modification for
local use. Probably best for groups. Guidesheets ate needed.

Materials - None'or simple and readily available.
7

Mode - En vironment, laboratory

Context - Ecology, geography, entomology

Target - Gradds 5-12.

Themes - a - perception
b - interpreting data
c.-

d - finding one's way

This' unit, one in a, set, of teacher- developed materials ,for elemen-
tary geography, emphasizes that children act as'geographem IA1 act.vi-
tics that use a classroom as the:environment. Explorationands overt'
through game playing and maps are the techniques' used for instruction as
an alternative ap roach to content teaching by discussion. The fi st
part of the unit p vides examples of the geographic perspectives of
young people, and the, second part suggests three exploration game
that can be used to develop geogrphic awareness. An eXptoration pro- 6.
ject is als 'described that involves discussibn queitions and a field
trip in the .tudents' neighborhoods. A bibliography.is included. Se
SO 009 Z40 a general description and exlanation of the elementary

. rand secondary ets Comprising this" series.1
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* 'ED 124 457

,NBravard,, .

Weather: A Learning` Center Approach to the Teaching of Social" Studies
Nationalidouticil-for Geographic'Education -INCGE)
1975 '13pp

NCGE Central Office, 115 North Marion St., Oak'Park, Il 60301 $0.75
'EDP'S price MF $0.83 HC $1.67 plus postage

/
Components COntains aset of (17) individualized activity suggestions

7assressed to teachers alongs,wia ideas for developing student job cards
for each. 06-

z

Status - Student job cards and/or guidesheets need to be made and some
activities .expanded.

de

Materials - Simple although some require preparation ahead of Mime.

Mode - Laboratory, slides, reading

Context - G eography

Target - Grades 2 -3

'Themes - a - cycles
'b - classifying, measuring
c - weather
d - s.

This unii, one in a series of teacher- developed materials for ele-
mentary geography, is based_on a part of a social studies textbook, "Top-
ics e Book ?ow. One section proposes a learning center environ-
it'Ort to make learning experiences in social studies p6ssible throughout
the entire school day. The text's section has been expanded for this
unit n.ta 17 learning stations adapted to varigus,ab-ttitiesof second-
grade stu en i i °instructional objective fs stated for each learning
station. Student expert e provided in each area-of the cur,
riculum. The unit concludes with en.,estions for beginning the learning

_ center, evaluaion suggestions, and a list of references. See SO 009 140
for a general description and explanation of the elementary and,pec-

.-ondary seta that comprise this sees.
1
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"E0 125 011

Wakefield, B.
Perception and Communication
ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading-and Communication, Urbana
1976 32pp

Speed Communication Association, 5205 Leesburg.Pike, Falls Church,
VA 41.50

EMS' price MF $0.83 HC $1.67,

1

Components-' - Contains textual material and sUggestions'for classroom'
activities.

Status - Activities need to be developed and guidesheets prepared. Tex -

tual material is ready to use although reading level is relatively high.

Materials - Nohe required except simple things to prepare in vance for
some Adtivities..

Mode - Reading, laboratory, survey '

Context - Psychology

Target - Grades 7 -12 although textual material has ,a high reading'level.

Theme's - a - perc'eption

b - communicating, inferring
.

c - population
d--.

The purpose of this booklet is to provide a summary of percep-
tion research ariito.suggest practical applications which will improve
,student's and teachers' communication ability, The "theory" section
ofhis work is devoted to the definition of percep4ion as a selective
'process, dependent on. such factors as acuity ofsensbry equipment,
physical point of view, psycholophysical condition, past experience,
and present needs and purposes. The manner in which perception is
used in communication and basic principles such as continuityprox-

--imity, perceptual constancy, and figure-ground relationship which .

influence perception are also examined.. The "practice" action
includes exercises suitable for classroom implementation is sensitivity,
nonverbal perception, listening, and awareness.
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Wert, J..

Ehvironment Education. Study Projects for 'college 'Students
Tennessee Valley Authority, Knoxville '

)874 14pp
EDRS Price' F $ 0.83 HC $1:67. plus postage.

.

ED 125 A4

.Components -'Contains guidelines fOr"conducting.environmental projec
and a well organized checklist of problem areas and concerns" within these

Status - Guidesheets need to be develope d after some of
,are'expanded:

4,
I

.

. _

Materials - Depends onspeCific idea deVelOped: 4 ' 1 44 )
1 --;., % .

Mode - Environment, survey, diScussion :

,Context - Ecology,_ch emittiy, physics, Botany, zoology, geology

t ., \.,, 1&,/,
Target - Although Intended -for tollege'Students the approachhou ork
with appropriate modifications in gradels 10-12.

i .
t

the basic ideas
t

-

Themes.- a -

__--

d - population, energy, natural resources, land use, water
pollution, water supply; air pollution, transportation -

11.

N.

This publication concerns three environmental education study .

projects designed. to help-the college'instructoi student or 'group 'of

students in i4entifying environmental problems at the community level.
and helping tb find solutions to' them. It'adiscussese the need Pr ,and
use of environmental problem solving and includes some factors involved
oath this method. The e-projects are concerned with three topics: (1)
identifying andlessening'khe impact of an environmental problem in the
community, (2) assessing the impact of a development project, and. (3)
doing, scientific environmental research. Each project discussion in-u.
eluded a methods section, questions fbr consideration dnd'data organiza-,.
Lion. At the end of the publication is a community survey instrument
for determining environmental 'concerns.

,
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125 8b8
/

Wheatley, J. and H. 'cdon
1

/

_Teaching-Activities in Environmental Education - Voluffie III

(NIE) ERIC Information Analysis Center for Science Mathematics,and
Environmental Education, Columbus

1975 195pp

Center,foi Science and Mathematics Education, 2$4'Arps Hall, Coltmbus,
OH 43210 $4.00

4
EMS price. MF $0.83 HC $10.03 plus postage

.

Components - Contains,brief descriptions of activities (154) grouped by
grade levels. Many,4efer to other publications but some description'
given for all. Addressed to teachers.

..

Status - All. activities' need to be developed further and guidesheets
prepared'.

Materials -.Variable depending on activities used and/or developed.
qtr

Mode - Demonstration, field trip, survey

Context - Chemistry, physics, psychology, geology, ecology, tZtany,:
zoology

C1
Tar9et'-,Grades K-12

'Themes - a - ".energy,' change, syStem, gradient, cause-effect,

b - measuring, communicating, predicting, observing,_
c

d - land use, erosiOnnergy, conservation, water polfution,

1
air pollution, water supply; noise pollution, solid waste,
,population, pesticides, decision making

This volume is the third in a series of learning activities designed
to supplement- a, K -12 curriculum. The' activities are interdisciplinary.
in nature and inClude.topics in science, mathematics, social studies,

t_. languagewarts, and find arts. .Besides a'division of activities accord, 0
ing to gradefand subject Matter, they are also grouped by environmental,
Concepts that include the biophysical, sociocultural, management, and
change; and by problem areas that concern aesthetics, health, genetics,'

eco -community relationships; and psychalOgiCal and behavioral consi4-
.erations. Each activity incises c referent to the environmental ed-
ucation progranifriom which' t. was tak ,, >czs wet; as a stated purpose
and a methods section._

0
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ED 125 885

Energy' onservation, Understanding and Activities for. Young. People
' Federal Energy Administration, Washington

1576 24pp .

Superintendent Documents U.S.G.P.b., Washington, DC 24004
Stock No. 041-018:00091-7, $0.85'

EDRS price .MF $0.83 plus postage

Components - _Contains threechapters of read material plus a
glossary and some extremely brief sugges ons for activities.

)

Status - Reading material is la oom ready. Activities would reqUire
considerable development bef guidesheets couldbV-prepared.

, ,

Materials - None except what might be used in activities.

MOde - Reading, survey, discussion, environment

Context - Technology, general, physics

Target --Grades 6-10

Themes - a .- energy

b - measuring
c -
d - energy supply, energy conservation

This publication on energy conservation is designed as a resource
material fbr the classroom. It 'is divided into three chapters con-
cerning a definition of energy, the Conservation of energy, and the uses
of energy. For each subtopic witlin the chapters, there is backgrbund
information and suggested project topics designed for secondary school
students. A brief glossary at the end of the booklet defines some of
the energy related6terms Used in the text. A short bibliography-and a
listing of resource, people are inclUded at the end.

1
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ED 5 92.5

Erwin, B. ip.

What Is-All This Dam Foolishness?
National Council for Geographic Education - (NCGE)

1975 Opp
NCGE.Central Office,_115 North Marion St., Oak Park, I 60301 $0.50
EDRS piice MF $0.83 HC $1.67

. Components - Contains a sei,of role descriptions and som "facts" re-
garding a mythical proposal to build a dam. Assumes th teacher \
how to conduct a role-play simulation.

. -

Status - Individual roles need to be transferred to separate sheets and
overall "game roles" determined. Also needs a guidesheet for /total class

4.'group. Could be adapted to a real local situation.

'Materials - None
.0/

Mode - Simulation,' reading

'Context - Geneial, ecology (social studies)

Target - Grades 7-12

Themes - system
,13 1 interpreting data

c

d - decision making, land use, futuristics

*lie activity is ccme.of a Series of 17%,aabher-developed instruc-
tional activities for geography at the secondary grade level described in

'SO 009 Z40. This activity investigates the proposed construction of a dam.
It employs a simulation technique in which students debate the confUctsjp
that may-volve between 'groups with differing goals. To provide back-
ground information and to set the scene for the simulation, two short
newspaper articles discuss crop yield increase due tf, irrigationsand
land value increases. A letter to the editor and an article opposing
the building of the dais are also lincluded. Eleven roles are presented.
fir various Special and nonspecial interest group members of the com-
Anity who will be affected fa y° able or adversely by the buiZ of

dam. These include farmers, representatives from acoal burning
electric plant and land specula ors, and a fisherman. Efich role dis-

cusses the postson of.one perso, toward building a dam and offers rea-
sons for holding those positions:. The issues are debated among the var-
ious interest groups and culminate inia speciathearing. An environ-
mental impact statement and a fact sheet, otescribng-such things as, ,the
cost and advantages bf theldam, are presented. A .map shows dam con-
struction.
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Food,, 47 Activities: An Experimental Unit
(USOE) Center for Teaching International Rela
1976 156pp .

- EDRS price MF $0.83 1 HC $8,;'69 plu's 1:1;o'

ED 125. 996,,

s, University of Denver

'Components - Components are varied activitie ,447) which ar?' addressed
to teacher. Each includes: introduction, objectives, time iequired,
materials required-, -and activity description. --
Status - Student guidesheets are needed although they shOuld be easy
to OR since components are well detailed., '

,r

Materials - Highly variable from one act* y tio\another. Ranges from
nothing to green plants to a projector. \,/,

. . .

Mode - Discussion, 'simulation, game, fil survey
.

,

Context - Phy4ology, botany, technology
.

Target - Grades 7-12

Themes - a - perception, system, quantification, energy
b - interpreting data, inferring

\ c -,-

d - food supply; policy formation, technological impact

The activities are in an extremely useful form.

Supplementary teaching activities at the junior and senior-high
school level on issues and topics involving' food are provided. Topics
include food Production and,distrAution, nutrition, food shortages,
food habits, and meql planning. Students are encouraged to develop,
perspective on, global food concerns as well as understand their our

- family nutrition. Some' activities are discussion starters and simulation
games. Others provide factual data,with a focus on thinking skills.
Students use charts, conduct surveys, run scientific experiments, and
view filmstrips. Where films are required, sources are given for ob-
taining the materials. Of the 47 activities, six are'. incomplete
cause copyrighted materies"have been removed from the document.

iA
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ED 125 997

Population, 54 Activities: An Experimefital Unlit

(USOE) Center for Teaching International Relations, University of Denver
19i7fi 182pp

.

MRS price e0.83 HC $10.03 plus.postage

ComponentsL.- Components are diversified activities (54) addressed to
teachers with considerable detail including objectives and procedures.
Some activities are accOMpanied by student worksheets or reading material,
Alsovontains test material:-

Status - Many are class/toom ready as the student worksheets are often '
functional guidesheets. Others need guidesheets to be prepared:

Materials - Usually simple, readily available, or homemade.

Mode - Discus"sion, simulation, gamel-environment,dat bank, filM

Context - Sociology, demography, genera4 ecology thematics, social
studies).

Target - Grades 7-12

Themes - a - population; density ch
b - interpreting data; hypothesizing, "measuring
c - population, growth
d.- population, decision making.

This is a very useful resource as activities are interesting, practical
to Ai, and.relevant.

plementary teaching activities at the junior and senior-high
school level on issues and topics involving population factors are
provided. 'Topics include population growth, demography, graphing,
population contrtoZ. Community and national census factors as well ds
world population are studied. Studefts arq helped to view themselves
ds indiViduals in relation to population groups. Certain activities
promote decision making between individual'preferences and wha; would

ibe best'for society as a whole. Several activities focus on tie Woman's
role and attitudes toward population stabilization and child-bearing.
Use of media and community resources is encouraged. Seven orthe'54
activities are incomplete because copyrighted *aerials have been re-
moved from the document. ,
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ED.126 304

Resource Unit for De,cision Making Skills Including Values Clarification
(USOE) Springfield (Oregon) Public Schools
1974 104pp:,

EDRS pri MF $0.23 (HC not avaialable) plus poqtage

Components - Contains exercises that can be used with learners' to
clarify, understand, and valuate the decision making prodess. Some
worksheets are included.

-Status-- Although-the-contexts -o most exerplses-akeTgel-thee
an opportunity to 'apply tq a spe ific science- xelated pro em.

Materials - Nancy.

de - Problem solving, simulatio

Context - General, technology

....-0,---

Target,- Grades 8 -12

c -

'd -
-

technologi al impact, decision making
t,

/
The document presenk teacher developed ideas for helping/
me gain skills in t process of decision making through individua

and,/or group activities. ndividua activities are: (1) your own values,
(2) case studies hones (3) skills in helping others understand

as a person, (4) anxie about future or confZict'with parental
wishes for future, "T" iagram, () improving self concept, (7)

overcoming apathy, 68) confo ng to the standards of others, (9) in -
voZvement and (10) broadening options and the decision making base.
Group-activities for developing and improving decision making skills focus
on the fbllowing areas: (1) group decisions, 12) group 'consensus by
problem statement, (3) group agreements, and (4) decision by consen-4
sus - six exercises on group decision making which focus on personal
expectations, group trust, behavior description, relationship betwe
feelings and behavior, 'communication skills, and the identification 'o
factors which prevent a person from giving and receiving,help from,
others. Forms for 'evaluating the decision making activities and a .

groups guidance staff survey-after inservice are presented. A 12 page
Zist of resources is included. Somet,houghts about the Oregon State
University values seminar are presnted as well as three additional
activities and suggestions fbr,implementation.

discu
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Fouoh, D.

Activities in Elementary Probability
'Michigan Council of Teachers-pf-Mathemat-ics__(MakM)__
1975 53pp

MCTM, BOx 16124, Lansing, MI 48901 $1.00
EDRS price MF $0.83 HC 3.50 plus postage

Components Contains a group of lessons (11) addressed to
usable by learners. Includes "experiments" (17) which are

ymation exercises.

taus - Some of the job cards are classroom ready although
g 'desheets will be:worth the effort.'

Materials - Relatively simple and easily aVailable.

Mcc - Problem solving, laboratory, reading

Context - Technology, general (mathematics)

L

p

'S

it

ED 127.134

teacher but
mainly 'con-

.Target - Grades 6-12

Themes - a - probability

b - interpreting'data, controlling variables
c

d - consumerism

preparing

This monograph on elementary Probability for middle school, junior
bzigh, or high school comumer mathematics students is divided into two
parts. Part one emphasizes lessons which cover the fundamental counting
principles, permutations, and combinations, The 5 lessons. of part I in-
dicate the obdectives. examples. methods. avplication, and problems for
..igch concept. Part two consists of a combination of 6 lessons and Z7
experiments which deal, with probability and its applications. The ex-
periments are organized in such,q way that they can be converted into
task cards. Answers are given for the 47 problems of the entire unit.

4
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Draper,

Metric ActiVities,- Grades K-6
-.San Diego (California) City Schools
19/5 43pp ,,

EDRS price MES $0.83 HC $2.06

ComponeAtp-- Contains twelve activities:or.groups of activities pl s: some
referee Materiel. 'Some materials addressed to learnerSVnd0oth s'to

. teachers. °

ED 127 1441

O

Status - Most student worksheets are ready to use.,

Materials - Meter stick, paper, ,anclother simple readily available
materials. A few special things need advance 'preparation.

Mode - Laboratory problem solving

Conte text - Anthropology (mathematics)

.Target r Grades K-6

Themes'-- a -

,b -.measuring
c - people, population
d -

-

This pammhZet Presents worksheets for,tise in fifteen activities ..,
or groups of activities designed for teachii the metric.system to
chiZdren in grades K through 6. The approach taken in several of thit
activities is one of conversion between metric and English units. The-44'.t
majority of the activities concern lelAth, dred, volume, and capacityt
A bulletim board idea for introducing the Cels'us scale is in'cluded.f
In addition t e worksheets, the pamphlet in Zydes a brief history
of the met c, system and rationale for the Uni ed States' adoption of.
it and a Zist of materiaZi and audio-visual ai available to teachers
in the San Diego. City Schools.
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